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Doctor of Philosophy

Abstract

SPMD-style (single program multiple data) parallel programming, usually done with
MPI, are dominant in high-performance computing on distributed memory machines.
This thesis outlines a new methodology to aid in the development of SPMD-style
high-performance programs. The new methodology is supported by a new language
called MSL that combines ideas from generative programming and software synthesis
to simplify the development process as well as to allow programmers to package
complex implementation strategies behind clean high-level reusable abstractions. We
propose in this thesis the key new language features in MSL and new analyses in order
to support synthesis and equivalence checking for programs written in SPMD-style, as
well as empirical evaluations of our new methodology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

High-performance computing on disributed memory machines is usually implemented

in an SPMD-style (single program multiple data) parallel programming paradigm. In

this paradigm, there are multiple processes running the same program in parallel,

but the state is partitioned into individual local states, owned by each individual

process. Processes cannot access each others' memory, so they coordinate by sending

and receiving messages.

In practice, the dominant programming model to write SPMD distributed imple-

mentations is still to use a rather low-level programming language such as Fortran

or C/C++ with MPI (message passing interface) [351, a library and runtime to sup-

port coordinations among distributed processes. The inherent non-determinism of

the MPI semantics, combined with the usual shortcomings of programming in a low-

level language, makes distributed implementations difficult to write, hard to test, and

error-prone [26, 31, 57, 961.

This thesis shows how new techniques from the areas of software synthesis [84],

automated bug-finding 120] and generative programming [73, 951 can be combined

to aid the development of high-performance distributed implementations. It expands

upon our work published in [104].

One of the main challenges for this work is scaling the symbolic reasoning techniques

required for synthesis and automated bug-finding to complex distributed memory

implementations based on message passing. The main contribution of this thesis is

13



to show that it is possible to scale symbolic reasoning by restricting the language

to one that uses high-level notations for array manipulations and bulk-synchronous

parallelism, and by leveraging these notations in new symbolic encodings.

We have developed a language called MSL as a vehicle to explore these ideas. The

goal of MSL is not to replace commonly used languages like C++ and Fortran, but

to demonstrate how synthesis can be incorporated into an imperative language given

suitable abstractions for communication and array manipulations. MSL is able to

assist programmers by synthesizing messy low level details involved in writing complex

distributed memory implementations. By using a set of benchmarks (including NAS

parallel benchmarks [3] as a target, we show how the synthesis features of MSL can

help in deriving the details of complex distributed implementations and check for bugs

against a sequential reference implementation. MSL generates standard C++ code that

can be integrated with larger programs written in traditional languages, and we show

that this code generation does not introduce performance or scalability problems by

comparing the performance of our generated code with that of standard MPI and

Fortran/C++ implementations.

Our methodology of enforcing bulk-synchrony is innovative in that it explores a new

territory not touched by existing approaches. On the one extreme, there are languages

that enforce bulk-synchrony strictly, by type systems (like Titanium' [43] and Split-

C [1]) or fully restricted programming model (like Pregel [71] and Giraph [18, 751)

these methodologies are provably sound, but require a lot of efforts on the programmers'

side. On the other extreme, there are languages that only check for bulk-synchrony

dynamically (like the modified version of Titanium [531 and UPC2 1921), thus only detect

deviations at runtime; and languages like C and Fortran give the programmers full

flexibilities, so they can organize their SPMD code to conform to the bulk-synchronous

style if they are willing to, but the compilers generally cannot prove or enforce this

conformity, thus cannot take advantage of it to facilitate analyses or optimizations.

'Titanium has both message-passing and PGAS mechanisms for communications. When re-
stricted in the message-passing subset, Titanium is guaranteed to be bulk-synchronous because of its
enforcement of single-valued expressions in the type system.

2 UPC provides named barriers, which can be used to check for bulk-synchrony at runtime.
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MSL is different from all of them: it adds checks similar to the dynamic approaches

like [53], but these checks are only added at synthesis (compile) time (see Chapter 4 for

how these checks are added), thus not paying the runtime cost. At synthesis time, MSL

relies on the correctness checking feature of SKETCH to do all the checks, which also

include the checking for array bound violations. The checking procedure in SKETCH,

similar to the bounded model-checking, is unsound, but in practice, it detects bugs

effectively, and enforces a certain discipline for the programmers to get the code right.

We name this new variant a static-dynamic checking approach, because the kind of

program checking is similar to what would be done dynamically, but we do it statically

at synthesis time, by means that is unsound yet practically effective.

In the rest of this chapter, we provide a high-level overview of MSL and the

programming model that it supports, and a summary of the techniques underneath

MSL.

15
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1.1 The MSL Programming Model

We illustrate the NISL prograllling llodel tIrougli a sniJple example: t ralisp osIlg a

three dimensional array and getting a new array. as illustrated in Figure 1-1.

Y Y

x z

4,A

ZX
z

A[z, y, x] B[x, y, z]

Figure 1-1: A simple kernel: transposing a 3D array

Below is a simple reference implementation of the transpose in MSL.

void trans(int nx, int ny, int nz, double[nz,ny,nx] A, ref double[nx,ny,nz] B)
I

for (int x =0; x < nx; x-s-)
for (int y = 0; y < ny; y++)

for (int z = 0; z < nz; z++)
B[x,y,z] = A[z,y,x];

I

The core language is similar to C, but with additional features to facilitate analysis

of programs. One such feature illustrated in this example is native support for multi-

dimensional arrays, including the ability to describe the dimensions of an array as part

of its type. For example, in the code above, the expression A[z,y,x] is legal for all O<z<nz,

O<y<ny, Ox<nx. Arrays are row-major so nx represents the unit-stride dimension of A

and nz represents the slowest-growing dimension. The language also supports reference

parameters, but places strong restrictions on aliasing to simplify the analysis: the

parameters of a function are enforced to not alias with each other, similar to what

Fortran requires for array types.

Transitioning from shared to distributed memory is usually a challenge because

data must be partitioned across different processes, with each owning a portion of the

global data. For our running example, we illustrate how this process works in MSL

16



for the case where the 3-dimensional grid is partitioned across its slowest growing

dimension; specifically, given N processes, we partition the z dimension of array A.

and the x dimension of the transposed array B. This partitioning scheme is shiown1

in Figure 1-2.

Y
Y

Process 0 Process 0

Process 1 Process 1

x
Z

A B

Figure 1-2: A sample partition scheme for the 3D arrays
Note that the Y dimension is elided in the picture.

Because the dimension across which we partition is different for the two arrays,

the transpose requires a re-distribution of data across the machine.

spmd void dtrans(int nx, int ny, int nz, double[nz/nprocs, ny, nx] LA, ref double[nx/nprocs, ny, nz] LB)

{
int bufsz = (nx/nprocs)*ny*(nz/nprocs);
view LA as double[nprocs, bufsz] abuf;
view LB as double[nprocs, bufsz] bbuf;

pack(LA, bbuf);

Allto_all(bbuf, abuf); re-distrnbute

unpack(nx, ny, nz, abuf, LB);

}

The implementation in MSL shown above uses the efficient transposition strategy

used by the NAS FT benchmark [3]. The spmd keyword tells the compiler that dtrans is

a function that runs on multiple processes in SPMD mode, so code inside dtrans gets

access to a constant integer nprocs, which equals the total number of processes.

The first observation is that in typical SPMD style, the code now operates on a

local partition of the original arrays. Specifically, note that the size of the innermost

dimension for each array has now been divided by the number of processes. It is

17
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possible to generalize this to non-uniform partitions, but we use this form in the

introduction for clarity of presentation.

The code involves three steps: a local packing step that groups together data that

must be sent to the same destination process, a global exchange through Alltoall(),

and a local rearrangement to unpack the received data into the output array.

The function All-to.all() is part of the MSL standard library and is implemented

efficiently in terms of MPIAlltoall(). As its interface shows below, it takes as input a

source 2D array containing the data to send to each destination process, and returns

a new array with the data received by every process. The bracket around the first

parameter indicates that it is implicit; if it is not passed, as is the case in the example

above, the system infers it from the type of the other arguments.

void All_toall([int bufsz], double[nprocs, bufsz] src, ref double[nprocs, bufsz] dst);

AIlto-all performs a global exchange among all processes: each process behaves as both

a sending process and a receiving process. The source data src can be seen as a group

of nprocs one-dimensional arrays, each of length bufsz. During the exchange, the i-th

array in src from every sending proccess is sent to the i-th receiving process. Because

there are nprocs sending processes in total, after the exchange, each receiving process

receives nprocs many ID arrays, each of size bufsz, and these ID arrays are grouped

together to form a 2D array of type double[nprocs, bufsz], stored into the dst variable on

the receiving process; when grouping the received arrays, the order is determined by

each array's originating process: the ID array sent from the i-th sending process is

put into the i-th location in dst. The above procedure is illustrated in Figure 1-3.

From its definition and the illustration in Figure 1-3, we can see that Alltoall

performs part of the transpose we want to achieve, but not the complete transpose: in

the running example, the 3D transpose not only exchanges arrays among processes, it

also changes the shape of those arrays, and re-arranges elements in them, as is shown

in Figure 1-2.

This is where the programmer's insight shines: she knows that Allto_all does

something similar to the 3D transpose, and calling Alltoall instead of performing

18



Alltoall( int bufsz, double[nprocs, bufsz] src,
ref double[nprocs, bufsz] dst

src dst
Process O Process 0

nprocs

bufsz

nprocs -

Process 1 Process 1

bufsz

Figure 1-3: A simple example illustrating All to all. for the two-processes case

such exchange manually offers better performance; and she also knows t hat pack() and

unpack() functions are needed to re-arrange elements in the arrays.

An important optimization in the dtrans() code above is that the temporary buffers

abuf and bbuf used to send and receive information through Ali-toaii() are not allocated

as separate buffers; instead, they are different views of the original arrays LA and LB.

These views introduce an aliasing relationship between LA/LB and abuf/bbuf respectively,

but the language does not suffer from the typical aliasing problems because the aliasing

relationship is static and the underlying analysis in MSL ensures that the two views

are compatible, e.g. a legal access to abuf will always translate to a legal access to LA.

The function pack( which packs the data for All-toall() illustrates some of the benefits

of relying on synthesis to support the implementation. Instead of having to derive by

hand the necessary code to collect the data, the user provides a sketch of the necessary

code.

void pack([int ani, int an2, int an3, int bn1], double[anl, an2, an3] in, ref double[nprocs, bnl] out)
{

view out as double[nprocs*bnl] fout;
generator int num() {

return {| ani an2 I an3 I bnl I nprocs 1};
}
generator int dim() {

return { ?? I num() I num(/nprocs dim()*dim() 1};
}

for (int i = 0; i < anl; i++)
for (int j = 0; j < an2; j++)

for (int k = 0; k < an3; k++)
fout[i*dim()+j*dim()+k*dim()] n a 2

= in[i][j][k];

19
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I

In the sketch above, the user first creates flat views of out to give the synthesizer

maximum flexibility as to how to index into the output array. The programmer then

defines two generators, numO and dimo, which together define a grammar of expressions

involving all the available scalar variables. Specifically, the choice syntax { H} lets the

synthesizer choose among many possible expressions, including recursively generated

ones. The generator contains high-level insight into how dimensions combine when

indexing into a flat array: for example, dividing one of the dimension sizes (such as an3)

by nprocs might be useful because we might want to break one of the dimension into

nprocs pieces; multiplying two dimensions together also makes sense and may be useful,

so is also included as a choice. The programmer can then use these generators within

her code in place of actual expressions and the synthesizer will discover the correct

expressions (shown in the comments). Here the input array in is visited normally, and

fout is indexed by a combination of the loop variables and dim() generators.

The function unpack( is written in a similar way, as shown below. The exact

indexing logic for this function is trickier than pack(, but the programmer can rely on

the synthesizer to discover it automatically.

void unpack([int ani, int bnl, int bn2, int bn3], double[nprocs, anl] in, ref double[bnl, bn2, bn3] out)

{
view in as double[nprocs*anl] fin;
view out as double[bnl*bn2*bn3] fout;

generator int num() {
return {1 ani I bnl I bn2 I bn3 I nprocs 1};

}
generator int dim() {

return { ?? I num() I num()/nprocs I dim()*dim() };

}

for (int p = 0; p < nprocs; p++)
for (int i = 0; i < dimo; i++)

for (int j = 0; j < dimo; j++) 2
for (int k = 0; k < dim(); k++) bn3 nDrocs

fout[p*dim() + i*dim() + j*dim() + k*dim()] p (bn3 nprocs) i (bn2e bn3) J: n13 k 1

= fin[p*dim() + i*dim() + j*dim() + k*dim()]; p*anl + i*(bn2*bn3/nprocs) + j*(bn3/nprocs) k 1

}

In order for the synthesizer to discover the details of these methods, the developer

has to specify the relationship between the behaviors of dtrans() and trans(. To do this,

20



the programmer must specify two things: the relationship between the computation

performed by the two functions, and the relationship between the distributed and

non-distributed data used by each. These are done by writing a test harness function,

as shown below:

void tester(int nx, int ny, int nz, double[nz,ny,nx] A, ref double[nx,ny,nz] B) implements trans
{

assume nz % nprocs == 0 && nx % nprocs == 0;
spmdfork {

double[nz/nprocs,ny,nx] LA = distribute(A);
double[nx/nprocs,ny,nz] LB = distribute(B);

dtrans(nx, ny, nz, nprocs, LA, LB);

collect(A, LA);
collect(B, LB);

}
}-

The tester function is a test harness, as is designated by the keyword implements, which

states that tester, at the function level, should perform equivalent computation to what

trans does. The first line of tester uses the assume statement to narrow the scope of the input

space being tested: in this case, we are only interested in the cases where the X and Z

dimensions are both divisible by the number of processes. The functional equivalence

is checked exhaustively for a bounded set of inputs satisfying the assumptions.

We can see that the above concepts are much like what one would specify in a typical

unit test: the function being tested, the expected behavior, and some preconditions

under which the test should be run. An important difference is that while a unit test

runs dynamically, MSL checks the test harness statically at synthesis time, as we have

promulgated in Chapter 1.

The tester function works by distributing work to a set of parallel processes, each

executing the same code, as is specified by the spmdfork construct, which indicates that

the code in its body is to be executed by parallel processes. On each of these processes,

the code works like this: first get LA, each process's local portion of the input array

from the global array A (and likewise, get LB from B); then call the dtrans function on

the distributed local arrays LA and LB; and finally collect the possible changes in LA

and LB back into the global arrays A and B.
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From the above description we already see that in order to relate the computation,

the programmer needs to provide facilities to relate the distributed and non-distributed

data layouts, used by SPMD and sequential programs, respectively. This is done by

writing the distributeo/collecto functions, which partition the global array along its slowest

growing dimension. It is important to note that these functions will not be part of the

kernel we are trying to generate; the programmer is providing them simply as a means

to describe how the different representations of the data are related so the system can

reason about the equivalence of the two implementations, thus these functions are

only used at synthesis time.

We have used the strategy described above to synthesize more sophisticated kernels

from NAS parallel benchmarks. As in the example, the synthesizer is leveraged to

avoid having to specify low level details regarding loop iteration bounds and array

indexing patterns. Just as important, synthesis allows us to reuse the same patterns

to implement many related computations without having to write additional code.

For example, in the case of transpose in this section, the same generators can be

reused to transpose any pair of dimensions. Without synthesis, the usual approaches

to coping with such repeating code patterns are to (a) copy and paste the source code

and change low level details manually, which is prone to introducing bugs [67]; (b)

wrap the implementation strategy in generic subroutines, specifying details as extra

parameters, and manually defining the extra parameters in a "magic number table"

(as is done in the official Fortran implemetation of FT), which is also error-prone, and

introduces runtime costs; or (c) write a generic implementation like the previous case,

but in C++ as templated functions, and rely on the C++ meta programming feature

to specialize the generic implementation at compile time, thus to reduce the runtime

costs. This approach still suffers from the problem that the generic implementation

would be hard to write and check, and harder to debug if things go wrong, which

is compounded by the difficulty of C++ meta programming and poor debugging

support for templates. To make things worse, the mainstream C++ compilers are still

not completely compliant to the standard, particularly on the more "sophisticated"

subset of C++ such as templated programming, so programs using those templating
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techniques that behave correctly on one compiler might behave differently or even

fail to compile on another compiler, which hinders the pervasive adoption of the C++

meta programming approach.

The synthesis features in MSL help make the implementation strategy generic

yet clean and performant, and equivalence checking helps prevent the kinds of bugs

introduced by specifying low level details manually.
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1.2 Contributions

Overall, this thesis makes the following contributions.

" We describe a new language, MSL, which builds on previous work on constraint based

synthesis and generative programming to support programming of high-performance

kernels on distributed memory machines.

* We describe a mechanism for expressing bulk-synchronous SPMD computation in

MSL and demonstrate an encoding that reduces synthesis of such computations to

a tractable sequential synthesis problem.

* We implement a strategy for generating efficient distributed MPI code from synthe-

sized MSL kernels. Our generated code obtains comparable efficiency to hand-written

code in Fortran/C++ with MPI.

" We evaluate the expressiveness, performance and reusability of code in MSL by

implementing core parts of three distributed applications (3D matrix transpose,

Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication (SPMV), and MG from the NAS parallel

benchmarks). We show that MSL does not sacrifice performance compared with

hand-written Fortran with MPI code, even when running across thousands of cores.
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1.3 Structure of the thesis

Chapter 2 reviews the previous work that are related to this thesis. Then Chapter 3 lists

the key language features of MSL, focusing on the unique features for synthesis and

bulk-synchronous distributed programming, which allow the programmer to implement

a SPMD kernel with MSL. Chapter 7 will expand MSL to include additional features

that allow the programmer to further combine multiple kernels in MSL with correctness

guarantees. Chapters 4 through 6 describes how MSL programs are synthesized and

generated, as depicted in Figure 1-4.

SPMD sketch program with Sequential specification
unknown holes, written in MSL (refe nce ple ention),

ept D-to-Sequential Transformation prsn the tep in dti
(Chapter 4)

Sequential sketch
with unknown holes

Sketch Synthesizer
(Chapter 5)

Resolved Values
for all the holes

oe Concretization "S nh si-i e
&, Partial Evaluation

(Section 5.4)

completed SPMD program
without holes, written in MSL

MPI / C++ program
compilable wth pi+

Figure 1-4: How MSL programs are processed
Rectangular boxes represent entities, and oval boxes represent steps to process the

entities, annotated with the chapter or section numbers to present the steps in detail.
On the top are user-provided input. At the bottom is the final output.

The high-level strategy employed by MSL is to reduce synthesis of SPMD programs

to the problem of synthesizing purely sequential programs, and then rely on the

SKETCH solver to synthesize the programn. The first step is to transform an SPMD

program written in MSL into a deterministic sequential program. Chapter 4 details
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the transformation process, and proves that the transformation is sound. The next

step is to feed the transformed sequential program into a synthesizer, in order to find

out the unknown parts in the program, so that the completed program is functionally

equivalent to a specification (another sequential program written by the programmer,

also in MSL). Chapter 5 talks about the synthesis and correctness checking process,

which is based on previous work [84, 871 on constraint-based software synthesis for

sequential programs. The above two steps are called to be at "synthesis time", and

they are solely for the purpose of analyzing and completing the SPMD program. By no

means do they limit the parallellism of the generated code.

Then the information found by the synthesizer is used to complete the original

SPMD program written in MSL, by means of hole concretization and partial evaluation,

which are standard compiler passes and will be briefly explained in Section 5.4. Finally,

this completed SPMD program is translated into efficient, distributed C++ source

code. The generated C++ source code can then be used within a larger application

written in languages other than MSL. Chapter 6 presents this code generation process,

focusing on how to implement the synchronization features in MSL efficiently based

on the MPI library. This is nontrivial because a naive syntactic translation from MSL

to C++ would result in unacceptable synchronization overhead and poor performance.

Chapter 8 shows several examples of using MSL for distributed implementations,

taken from NAS parallel benchmarks [3]. It also compares the performance of MSL

programs with hand-written official Fortran / C++ implementations.
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Chapter 2

Related work

2.1 Distributed memory SPMD programming for high

performance computing (HPC)

During the period of 1970s to 1980s, the area of high performance computing was

concerned with vector processors and symmetric multiprocessors (SMP). Starting from

late 1980s, the focus of interest transitioned to distributed memory systems, in which

many processors are connected by network, each with their private memory space, and

data must be explicitly exchanged by passing messages. From early 1990s, the Message

Passing Interface (MPI) [35] has become the de facto standard for programming such

massively parallel distributed memory systems. For a brief history of high performance

computing, see [6, 29, 102].

MPI provides a general scheme for launching parallel processes and doing commu-

nications between processes, and there are multiple programming models that build

upon the MPI standard. For example, the master/slave model 1441 is widely used to

achieve task parallellism. However, by far the dominating programming model for high

performance computing is the SPMD model: in this model, the problem domain (and

the data associated with the problem) is partitioned into multiple parts, and the MPI

runtime launches multiple processes to process the data; each proccess has its unique

proccess ID, using which it can get its own position in the partitioned problem space,
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and its own data partition; all processes run the same program from start to end, and

they communicate with each other by the message passing mechanisms in the MPI

library.

A very useful subset of the SPMD model is the bulk-synchronous model. In this

model, the execution of a program is split into a sequence of supersteps. Each superstep

consists of a computation phase and a communication phase. During the computation

phase, all processes perform purely local computations with only data in their private

memory, concurrently and independently with each other. During the communication

phase, they exchange data with one another. Usually it is needed to insert a barrier

at the end of each communication phase, in order to synchronize the progress of all

proccesses, so that the incompleted communications of the previous phase would not

affect the next phase.

The execution traces of many MPI programs fall into the bulk-synchronous model,

although the source code of those programs might not be organized explicitly in

accordance with the bulk-synchronous style.

One of the key design choice of MSL is to enforce the bulk-synchronous requirement

at the language level, and use that to facilitate the analysis of the SPMD programs

written in MSL. Another important feature is to remove the barriers for point-to-point

communications while preserving the semantic correctness.

2.2 General Purpose Languages for HPC

Distributed-memory languages for high performance computing include Titanium [431,

a high-level SPMD language with Java syntax; Universal Parallel C (UPC) [92], an

extension to C for SPMD programming on distributed memory machines; and X10 117],
a distributed language with a notion of places that correspond to local state in our

model. These have generally similar goal to MSL - facilitating high performance

computing with a high-level language that captures the commonly used programming

paradigms, and some of them have similarly exploited the advantages of the SPMD

execution model, but all of them lack the extensive generative programming and
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synthesis capabilities of our language. They also depend heavily on sophisticated

runtime systems, like X1ORT [40] for X1O, and GASNet [8] for Titanium and UPC;

while MSL has a very thin runtime library and relies mostly on the well-adopted MPI

system.

Titanium 143] is a high-level HPC language with Java-like syntax, SPMD as its

execution model - the same as MSL, and PGAS (Partitioned Global Address Space)

as its memory model, which has some close similarity to the conceptual memory

model we use to analyze and sequentialize MSL programs (detailed in Chapter 4). In

Titanium, a unified global address space is partitioned into distributed, local memories,

which is named demesnes, and each process is associated with one demesne. Clearly

the concept of demesnes in Titanium is the same as that of the local states in MSL.

The difference is that while Titanium programs run under PGAS model, in which a

process is allowed to directly access another process's local memory (or demesne as

they call it), MSL only utilizes this PGAS-like concept for the analysis of programs

at synthesis time, and at runtime MSL programs (compiled down to MPI/C++) run

under totally isolated memory spaces, and processes can only communicate with one

another through message passing.

Like MSL, Titanium also relies heavily on the bulk-synchronous property for anal-

yses and optimizations. In Titanium, the main synchronization mechanism is barrier

and other collective operations like exchange and broadcast. All these synchronization

procedures are treated as having global effects, as well as all the functions that might

call (directly or indirectly) into them. Anything with global effects must be called

in the bulk-synchronous manner, just like what is required in MSL. Titanium is a

major inspiration to MSL's exploitation of bulk-synchrony. The main difference is that

Titanium uses a delicate type system (with a focus on single-valuedness) to enforce

bulk-synchrony, which is found [53] to be overly restrictive and hard to use; while

MSL takes the static-dynamic checking approach and removes most of the annotation

burden on programmers.

UPC [92] is quite similar to Titanium in its memory model and parallel execution

model, but its syntax is based on C, and it is much more flexible and closer to bare-metal.
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In addition to the well-structured bulk-synchronous mechanisms as in Titatium, UPC

adds other synchronizations like locks, and actually allows for non-bulk synchrony.

Similar to Titanium and UPC, X10 [17] is designed specifically for parallel com-

puting using the PGAS model, and it focuses especially on executing asynchronous

tasks, thus its model is dubbed as APGAS (asynchronous partitioned global address

space). An important concept in X10 is the notion of a place, which is similar to

the local state space in MSL, staying on one node in the distributed computing

system. An asynchronous task (also called an activity) can take place either locally,

or at some remote place. In X10, a task can spawn children tasks, possibly executed

asynchronously at remote places, and can wait for the completion of the children tasks.

A common idiomatic usage is to spawn a remote task for every place (process) in the

system, thus mimicing the fork-join style parallelism (also similar to the semantic of

spmdfork in MSL).

The flexibility of X10 asynchronous tasks makes it powerful to express many useful

distributed programming schemes, in particular those taking advantage of task-level

parallelisms, yet leaves the room for concurrency bugs to sneak in. Injudicious use of

the X10 parallel primitives might introduce deadlocks and race conditions, or impose

high synchronization overhead and impede the performance, and that is why it is

advocated [89] to stick to the best practised idioms whenever possible. Those common

idioms include models not covered by MSL like recursive parallel decomposition and

active messaging, as well as the important SPMD paradigm, which is the focus of MSL.

MSL takes a different position from X10 by enforcing rather than advocating the

programmers to stick to the good discipline, and by taking advantage of the disciplined

bulk-synchronous SPMD model, the compiler can analyze the program more easily and

effectively.

Other efforts to define future parallel languages include Chapel [15], a language

aimed to provide a general solution to support all kinds of paralleisms; High-Performance

Fortran (HPF) [34, 78], a language extension to Fortran with focus on constructs to

declare and process distributed arrays and exploit data parallelisms.
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2.3 Domain-Specific Languages for HPC

To ease development of high performance parallel software, a number of domain-specific

languages have been developed, including for example PDE solvers [28] and stencil

computations [19, 54]. Such packages require large effort to build entire compiler

toolchains and must still retain interoperability with user programs written in general

purpose languages. As a result, recent work has concentrated on building DSEL

frameworks such as Asp [55] and Delite [10] that leverage advanced metaprogramming

infrastructure to reduce that effort.

MSL, in contrast, combines generative programming and synthesis to reduce the

effort substantially; however, the tradeoff is that it is more difficult to deploy efficient

domain-specific reasoning engines as the DSEL systems do.

ZPL [16] is an array programming language designed for fast execution on both

sequential and parallel computers. It provides a convenient high-level programming

medium for supercomputers and large-scale clusters with efficiency comparable to

hand-coded message passing. The central design of ZPL is an extended notion of

arrays and a powerful set of array operations. By organizing programs based on

arrays, ZPL gets data parallelism easily, and a seemingly sequential program in ZPL

can be automatically translated into an SPMD program by partitioning the arrays

and distributing the array operations to multiple machines. There are recent efforts

in this kind of DSEL approach, like Julia Distributed Arrays [50, 51]. MSL also

provides native support for convenient array manipulations, but the arrays in MSL

are not distributed automatically: we provide the distribute/collect mechanism for the

programmers and library writers to design their own array partitioning schemes, and

rely on the synthesis feature to ease the development, rather than requiring the users

to choose from a set of pre-defined array partitioning schemes.

Halide [77] is a DSL for writing high-performance stencils and combining them to

perform computation-intensive tasks like image processing. It supports to represent

and explore the complex tradeoff space involving parallelism, locality, and redundant

recomputation of shared values in stencil pipelines, which is fundamental to get high
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performance in image processing applications. Its language design offers a systematic

model of the tradeoff space, a scheduling representation that spans this space of choices,

and an autotuner that searches this tradeoff space and infers high performance schedules.

The inferred algorithms can be up to 5x faster than hand-optimized kernels written by

experts. Distributed Halide [251 extends Halide to further support distributed memory

programs. Helium [721 is a system that lifts computation kernels in legacy binary

code to high-level Halide DSL code, and get improved performance. The fundamental

philosophy behind the Halide approach and MSL is similar: they both allow the user to

represent some design space, and rely on the system to find out a suitable point in the

space. In Halide, programs in this design space are all correct (functionally equivalent),

and the searching procedure (based on stochastic search) aims to find out the one with

better performance. Because Halide has separated algorithms and schedules, once the

algorithm is written and fixed by domain experts, the problem of finding a performant

schedule can be done with an autotuner or manually by performance experts. In

MSL, we rely on the programmers' insights to provide a sketch that represents a

skeleton of a high-performance program, but this skeleton has unknown parts that the

programmer wants to omit. Thus the design space in MSL contains a lot of wrong, or

even ill-formed programs, and the searching procedure (based on constraint solving)

aims to find out the one that is functionally correct.

Simit [58, 591 is a DSL for writing high performance physical simulation code. Its

main innovation is to be aware of the local-global duality at the language level: to

achieve high performance in this area, programmers often need to switch back and

forth between a local, graph view and a global, matrix view of the data, and make

optimizations on both views. Simit allows the programmer to define mapping functions

between the two views, which is not an imperative instruction for Simit to materialize

a (global) matrix in (local) memory: rather, it is an abstract definition of the matrix.

This concept of local-global duality and mapping functions draw an intriguing parallel

to that of the local/global states and distribute/collect functions in MSL, alluding

behind them a general methodology, applicable to a wide range of high performance

computing problems.
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2.4 Software Synthesis

In general, synthesis helps derive correct and efficient programs from specifications or

higher level models. High-performance libraries such as Atlas 1100] and SPIRAL [76]

use high-level representations of computation, combined with derivation rules, to

synthesize optimized code for particular classes of computation.

In contrast, constraint-based synthesis, which is used by SKETCH [84, 87] and

MSL, relies on generalized solvers and can deal with general programs, but at a much

higher cost of solving. Prior work has applied constraint-based synthesis to to find

function inverses [88], to reverse engineer malware [461, and even to automatically

grade programming assignments [82]. There has even been recent work on frameworks

to make it easier to create synthesis-enabled domain specific languages 190, 91]. To

our knowledge, however, this is the first work that uses constraint-based synthesis in a

general language that can be automatically converted to practical MPI code.

In the domain of software synthesis, the previous work on SKETCH language is

most relevant to our work, as MSL uses SKETCH as its underlying synthesis solver. In

SKETCH, the programmer provides an incomplete implementation with unknown parts

in it, and she also provides a complete program as the specification. The SKETCH solver

uses a technique called Counter Example Guided Inductive Synthesis (CEGIS) to find

the unknown parts and complete the implementation, so that the implementation

and the specification are functionally equivalent, and uses bounded model checking to

check that equivalence and find bugs in the implementation. Both the implementation

and the specification in SKETCH are written in a sequential imperative language.

In MSL, we extend the language to include SPMD style parallel execution model,

and we have carefully put restrictions on the communication patterns to make the

programs in MSL deterministic, so that we can transform the parallel programs into

sequential ones, and re-use the SKETCH synthesizer to find out the unknown parts in

the implementation and check for bugs.

There has also been much prior work synthesizing concurrent data structures [41,

64, 70, 86, 94]. They differ significantly from this work because the key problem
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they deal with is concurrency as well as non-determinism introduced by concurrency,

whereas we assume determinism directly from our model.

2.5 Generative Programming

Generative programming adds a separate stage (generating stage) into the process of

program development. In the generating stage, a program generator generates parts

of or the whole program, which is later compiled and executed. The advantage of

generative programming is usually higher level of code re-use, avoidance of repetitive

code typing, and advanced domain-specific optimizations that are hard to do by hand

or by general-purpose compilers. This technique is widely used in the domains of

scientific computing and high-performance computing.

Expression templates [95] are a metaprogramming technique in C++ which uses

templates to create domain specific embedded languages (DSELs). This form of gener-

ative programming is essentially using C++ template concretization (specialization)

stage as a program generator. While expression templates enhance the ability for C++

programmers to include metaprogramming in libraries, they require substantial effort

and complexity, even when using systems such as Boost Proto [73]. Modern efforts to

provide fast scientific libraries have incorporated C++ template metaprogramming to

provide reusable abstractions, including the Epetra and Tpetra packages in Trilinos [42]

and the Matrix Template Library [81].

Other generative programming examples include macro-based metaprogramming

such as that in Lisp, newer versions of Scala [121, the staged function feature in Julia 171

(recently renamed generated function), and Terra [27]. Those are more powerful than

the generative programming mechanisms in C++.

Lightweight Modular Staging (LMS) [79] is a language extension to Scala that

provides a framework to faciliate generative programming. One key feature that sets

LMS apart from other generative programming techniques is its extensive use of types

within the host language (Scala) itself to distinguish stages, so that they can use

the type inference mechanisms in Scala to do local binding-time analysis. Using this
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technique, they can implement generative programming as a library with very minimal

language support. LMS also provides convenient mechanisms to transform and interpret

the staged IR, and a set of libraries to do optimization and code generation. People

have applied the LMS approach to parallel computing [14, 65], high-performance math

kernels [74], database systems [60], and web frontend [62].

The generator mechanism provided in MSL is a special form of generative pro-

gramming. Inheritted from SKETCH, it is especially powerful due to its integration

with synthesis mechanisms, because the programmer can omit tedious details when

developing the generators, and rely on the synthesizer to figure them out. We have

found this combination of generative programming and synthesis particularly useful

to distributed memory high performance computing, because in this area lots of

low-level details are critical to the performance, yet they are derivable from some

clean, high-level insights in the form of generators. This technique could also be used

to enhance generative programming support in Scala or C++ if it were integrated with

those languages.

Roughly speaking, there are three major concerns in generative programming:

1. The design of the staged IR. The staged IR is the intermediate representation of

the program that the user wants to generate in the generating stage. In most C++

based generative programming tools like expression templates, the staged IR is a

set of templated types. In macro-based metaprogramming like Lisp, the staged IR is

a complete representation of the host language, like s-expressions. The MSL has a

built-in support for generator functions, so the staged IR is just the normal IR for the

MSL compiler.

2. Producing the staged IR: how does a user provide staged IR to the program

generator. This is the user interface of generative programming languages, so those

languages usually strive to facilitate and ease this step, and to make it similar to

writing code in the host language. In expression templates, this step is implemented

by operator overloading and template specialization. In macro-based approaches, this

step is implemented by the quote features provided by the host languages. In MSL,

this step is tagging a function with the generator keyword, and using generator functions
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in the program.

3. Interpreting the staged IR: translating the staged IR into the host language or some

other language, to feed into a compiler, so that the later stages (compiling and execution

stages) can happen. This step gives semantics to the staged IR. Usually there are

also some transformations of the staged IR to perform domain-specific optimizations.

In expressoin templates, this step is implemented by template concretization. Macro-

based approaches usually relies on the eval mechanisms provided by the host languages.

In MSL, this step is done by the synthesizer and the partial evaluator: the synthesizer

finds all unknown parts in the generator functions and concretizes them, and the

partial evaluator figures out what parts in the program can be evaluated to constants at

compile time and uses this information to aggresively optimize the generator functions

as well as normal functions. Because the generators are always fully inlined into their

calling contexts, thus get concrete actual arguments in place of formal parameters,

they are especially amenable to partial evaluation, and often yield much simpler and

faster generated code than normal functions would.

2.6 Verification of Parallel Programs

Automatic static verification approaches for parallel programs employ similar simplifi-

cations to those we use. PUG [66] and GPUVerify [4] both take advantage of barriers

to limit the size of epochs over which to verify and use two-thread reduction to turn

execution of multiple threads into just two threads. This reduced execution can be

sequentialized, enabling verification using traditional methods. For MPI programs,

considering only a subset of all interleavings and state simplification are both necessary

to make verification tractable [38, 80].

2.7 Compiler-based Optimization

There is a long history of compiler optimizations to improve performance, including the

polyhedral model [9, 39, 61] for loops and automatic vectorization techniques targeting
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SIMD architectures [47]. Our approach explicitly requires programmer guidance for

optimization. This has the advantage that it enables aggressive optimization strategies

that do not apply for all programs, but the tradeoff is that our approach does not

guarantee full correctness. In essence, MSL provides mechanisms for aiding program-

ming and optimization while compilers strive for fully-automated and fully-general

optimization strategies.

2.8 Autotuning

Due to the failure of general compilers to acheive high percentages of peak performance,

kernels that require highest performance have begun relying on autotuning to obtain

efficient code. This empirical approach generates a large space of implementations for

a kernel and runs them to find the best-performing variant on each platform. Atlas

applies this approach to dense linear algebra, but others [36, 54, 56, 971 have extended

this to other important domains and to compilers [2, 49]. Variants are created either by

applying compiler optimizations with different parameters or through domain-specific

scripts. Our approach is somewhat orthogonal; programmers must create their own

MSL implementations for each variant, but these could then be autotuned.
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Chapter 3

The MSL programming language

The MSL language builds on previous work of SKETCH, a synthesis-enabled lan-

guage [87] for purely sequential imperative programs, with the addition of a clean

mechanism to describe SPMD parallel execution model and bulk-synchronous commu-

nication patterns.

The design of MSL revolves around the problem of enabling programmability

without sacrificing two key goals: a) efficient code generation, and b) deep semantic

analysis to support synthesis and help discover bugs. In the remainder of this chapter,

we describe the key language features that the readers need to know about MSL.

Many of the MSL features can also be found in the SKETCH programming manual 1831,

because they have now been incorporated into the main distribution of SKETCH, after

initially developed for MSL.

3.1 Core imperative language

At its core, MSL (just like SKETCH) is a imperative language that borrows most of its

syntax from C. Thus it has the primitive types like int, double, void, the C-like ways of

declaring variables, composing expressions, forming statements, and defining functions.

We do not try to repeat these basic imperative language features here, and interested

readers may refer to the SKETCH programming manual [83] for a complete description.

We will highlight a few distinct language features in SKETCH (and MSL) in the rest
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of this section.

3.1.1 Native array support

In MSL, you can define arrays of any fixed dimension, provided the lengths of each

dimension. We start with the syntax for defining one-dimensional arrays.

T[N] a;

The above code defines a one-dimensional array a of length N, and its base type (type

of its elements) is T. For the above code to be valid, there must be an integer variable

named "N" within the scope of the array definition.

Arrays can also be used to declare function parameters and return type:

int[m+1] f(int m, float[m*2] x) { ... }

In the above code, the type of parameter x is an 1D array of float, with length m*2; the

return type of f is an ID array of int, with length m+1. The parameter "m" can be used

in the types of the subsequent parameter definitions, the return type declaration, and

type definitions in the function body.

Array Indexing

Arrays in MSL are 0-based, and the syntax for array indexing is standard: a[i] selects

the i-th element from array a, given that 0 < i < N, where N is the length of a. At

synthesis time, the synthesizer automatically adds assertions like "assert 0 <= i && i < N;"

to check for array bounds violations. This catches a lot of low-level bugs, which are

prevalent in programs written in languages like C. As we have noted in Chapter 1,

these assertions are only added and checked at synthesis time, not in the generated

C++ code, thus the performance of the generated code is not affected.

Bulk array access

Just like such languages as ALGOL, Go, Python, and Matlab, , MSL allows the

programmer to select a consecutive range of elements from an array and form another

array, which is called bulk array access: Suppose A is of type T[N], then A[i::Ien] is a valid
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expression of type T[len], given that i > 0, len > 0, and i+len < N. A[i::Ien] represents a

(possibly smaller) array consisting of the i-th to the (i + len - 1)-th elements of A, and

it can be used in any place where an array of type T[len] is expected. Note that bulk

array access does not create a new array: it just refers to a subset of memory locations

occupied by the original array. If some element is changed through bulk array access,

the exact change is reflected in the original array.

int[8] A

- A[2::3][0] (A[2])

A[2::3]

A[2::3][2] (A[4J)

A[6]

Figure 3-1: Example of bulk array access

Figure 3-1 shows an example of bulk array access: A is of type int[8], representing

8 elements grouped in the memory contiguously. A[2::3] is another array of type int[3],

formed by grouping a subset of the elements in A. Because A[2::3] is a valid array

expression, it can be used like an normal array: specifically, it can be indexed like an

normal array. A[2::3][0] means the 0-th element of the array A[2::3], which is the same as

A[2]; likewise, A[2::3][2] is the same as A[4].

Reading from and writing to the elements in a bulk array access (like A[2::3][2]) is

automatically translated into the corresponding operation to the elements in the

original array (like A[4]).

Array efficiency

The representation of arrays in MSL is very efficient, in terms of both space and time,

because the arrays are plain and flat data types like in C: an array of length N with

base type T is just N elements grouped in the memory, contiguously, and each element

is of type T. Unlike Java arrays and C++ vectors, no metadata such as the array
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length is stored along with the array, only the data of the array elements is stored.

The array length is a very useful piece of information for compiler analysis, opti-

mization, safety checking, and bug detection, so many languages like Java and Python

choose to store it along with the array contents, which is convenient but may also

introduce redundancy, as oftentimes the length information is already stored in some

variables used by the program, and in many cases the programmer creates many arrays

of the same length (like an array of same-sized arrays), while multiple copies of this

unique length is stored wastefully. Low-level languages like C, on the other hand, only

use the length when allocating an array (either statically or dynamically), and lose it

afterwards. If the programmer wants to use the length of an array, she must remember

to keep and pass it around properly, entirely by good coding practice (readers familiar

with the source code of web servers or image processing applications might naturally

recall many functions expecting a pair of char * and sizet as parameters), which is often

laborious and error-prone. That is why it is difficult if not impossible to tell the length

of an array (represented as a good old C pointer, of course) in a C program.

The representation of arrays in MSL (inheritd from SKETCH) is based on the

notion of dependent type - a type whose definition depends on a value rather than

just other types. Specifically, any array type in MSL is required to depend on the

length (a value): whenever an array occurs in the program, its length expr6ssion must

be valid in the scope, i.e. its length must be an expression composed from constants

and variables accessible in the scope where the array occurs. This guarantees that

whenever the length information is needed, the compiler can always use those values

in the length expression to re-construct the needed length. To illustrate this, consider

this code snippet below:

int[m+1] f(int m, float[m*2] x) {
x[0] = 1.0;
int[m+1] a;
return a;

}

void main(int m) {
float[m*2] x;
int[m+1] a = f(m, x);
a[0] = 2;

}
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In the code above, m is neccessary for computing the length expressions of the four

array variables (of two array types) in two functions, but the compiler really needs not

store an extra copy of m somewhere: m is readily in the scope wherever it is needed to

compute the array lengths.

We can see that this dependent type requirement is not just for the creation of

arrays (as in C), but also for any use of arrays. Combined with the fact that MSL is

statically and strongly typed, meaning that every variable must have a well-founded

type at compile time, this requirement shuts the door to represent a "bare" array

without length in MSL. Thus the type system actually enforces the discipline to

pass around the length information along with the array, as we have seen in the

above example, and better yet, MSL checks type congruity (you cannot pass a smaller

array to where a bigger array is expected) and detects bounds violation for arrays.

This prevents a wide range of notorious bugs like buffer overrun caused by playing

with array lengths recklessly. In the meantime, the static-dynamic checking approach

(defined in Chapter 1) used by MSL avoids most of the annotation efforts from the

programmers when type checking dependent array types.

Nested arrays (multi-dimensional arrays)

In MSL, the base type of an array can itself be an array type: then we get a nested

array, like the example code below:

int[4][8] A;
T[n][m][k] B;

A is an array with 8 elements, and each element A[i] (0 < i < 8) is an array of type

int[4] (an array with 4 int elements). B is an array with k elements, and each element B[i]

(0 < i < k) is an array with m elements, while each element B[i][] (0 < i < k, 0 < j < m)

is of type T[n] (an array with n elements).

At first glance, a nested array in MSL is like an array of arrays in Java (or a vector

of vectors in C++), but they are vastly different species, because

1) At each nesting level, the outer array stores the contents of the inner arrays

themselves as elements, not the pointers to the inner arrays, so all the elements occupy
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a set of contiguous memory locations.

2) Arrays are plain and flat: the content of an array is just the cartesian product of all

the contents of its elements; array length is not stored in the array itself. This requires

that all the inner arrays are homogeneous: they have the same base type and length.

This is in contrast to the case in Java: a variable like int[1[ ] x can store inner arrays

of different lengths: x[o] and x[1] can have different lengths, because each inner array

stores its own length information together with the array elements in Java (it is the

similar case with vectors in C++).

Figure 3-2(a) illustrates a nested array A of type int[4][8], so each array element A[i]

(0 < i < 8) is an array of type int[4]. In the picture, we have emphasized one of the

element A[6] by slashed patterns. A[6] is an array with 4 int elements in it. We have

also emphasized a bulk array access A[2::3] with dotted pattern: A[2::3] is of type int[4][3],

consisting of 3 elements, and each element is of type int[4].

int[4][8] A int[8,4] A
A[O,O] T-

(A[O][O])4

A[3, 21

A[2 (A[3][21)
A[2::3 1

(A[11)

A[6]

treaed s a D aray(A[7][3])

(a) A nested array (b) The same array,
treated as a 2D array

Figure 3-2: Example of an nested array, and the same array treated as a two-dimensional

array

The red arrows in Figure 3-2(a) show the growing order of the memory locations,

from which we can see how elements of each inner array are arranged contiguously in

the memory, and all the inner arrays are in turn arranged contiguously in the memory

occupied by the outer array.

Because of this property, A is naturally homomorphic to a two-dimensional array

of 8 by 4 int elements, as is shown in Figure 3-2(b).
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In fact, all nested arrays in MSL can also be viewed as multi-dimensional arrays.

MSL provides an alternative way of declaring and indexing them: when declaring an

array type, T[leni,..., lenk] is a syntactic sugar for T[lenk][lenk-1I .- -[leni]; when indexing an

array A, A[ik,..,i] is a syntactic sugar for T[il][i2].. [ikj.

The seemingly asymmetric notations for declaring and indexing an array is inten-

tional: in this way, a number (length for declaring an array type, or index for selecting

an array element) closer to the right bracket ("]") always corresponds to a faster-

growing dimension, and a number closer to the left bracket ("[") always corresponds to

a slower-growing dimension. So the multi-dimensional arrays in MSL are row-major,

different from languages like Fortran.

In Figure 3-2(b), the array A is viewed as a two-dimensional array (int[8,4] A), and

several elements of A are picked to show the two equivalent indexing methods. We can

see that the number on the right of the comma (",") always refers to the unit-stride

dimension, whether it's used to declare the type of A or to index elements; the number

on the left of the comma always refers to the slowest-growing dimension.

Note that in the current implementation of MSL, any multi-dimensional (or nested)

array is transformed into a one-dimensional array of the same element type, and the

compiler uses the size information declared in the array type to map the multiple

index accesses to single index accesses, and adds assertions to detect array b6und

violations, which are checked at synthesis time by a bounded model checker.

Array views

Because any array, regardless of its dimension, is flattened into an underlying one-

dimentional array, it is possible (and convenient in some cases) to view the same array

under different dimensional configurations. MSL supports creating array views, as

shown below:

int[n, m] a;
view a as int[m*n] b;
view a as int[2, n/2, mJ c;

In the above example, both b and c are views of a, but with different types (dimensions).

At synthesis time, MSL examines the array types and adds assertions to enforce that
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an array view cannot be bigger than the original array. Array views provide an easy

way to access the same underlying one-dimensional array under different dimensional

configurations. Similar functionality is present in languages such as Fortran and

HPF [78], and in distributed array libraries such as Adlib 113].

3.1.2 Implicit parameters

A parameter to a function can be defined as implicit if its value can be inferred from

the latter parameters, and the caller of the function can omit passing the implicit

parameters, as illustrated below:

void f([int n, int m], int[n] a, double[m] b) { }

int[5] A; double[t] B;
f(A, B); caller of f

In the above code, the caller of f implicitly passes 5 (as n) and t (as m) to f, based on

the type of A and B.

3.1.3 Pass-by-reference parameters

In MSL, a parameter of a function can be declared as ref, which means the function

can pass value out to its caller through the parameter, as below:

void f([int n], ref int[n] a, ref int x) {
a[0] = x;
x = x+1;

}

int[2] A = {0, 0};
int X = 5;
f(A, X);

In the above code, the value of A becomes {s, o} and x becomes 6, because both a and x

are declared as reference parameters in f. Note that unlike in C, even array parameters

are pass-by-value (copying semantics) by default, if not decalred as ref.

The reference parameters of a function are enforced to be strictly non-aliasing to

each other in MSL, similar to what Fortran requires for array parameters.
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3.2 Basic Synthesis Features

The SKETCH language [87] first showed how to add synthesis capabilities to an

imperative language by combining unknown integer constants with generators, and we

review the key features here.

3.2.1 Unknown integer holes

The programmer can denote an unknown integer constant by the token ?? (also called

a hole), which can be put at any place where an integer can occur in the program. The

integer hole acts as a placeholder that the synthesizer must replace with a concrete

value. The synthesizer's goal is to ensure that the resulting code avoids assertion

failures for any input in the input space under consideration.

3.2.2 Choice expression

The programmer can specify a fixed but unknown choice among several branch

expressions by a choice expression, with the syntax 11.}. Note that there can be any

fixed number of branches, as long as all the branch expressions have the same type,

like this: {1 a I b 1 5 I i-i 1} is a valid choice expression if all a, b, and i are integer-typed.

The choice expression is just a convenient syntactic sugar on top of the integer

holes. It is easy to see that by the following example:

int x = { a I b 15 i-1 1};

can be mechanically transformed to its equivalence:

int x;
switch(??) {

case 0: x = a; break;
case 1: x = b; break;
case 2: x = 5; break;
default: x = i-1;

}

So the only essential unknown values that need to be discovered by the synthesizer

are the integer holes (??).
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3.2.3 Assertions

The programmer uses assertions to specify what is the correct behavior of the program,

so as to guide the synthesizer to find the suitable values of the holes. The synthesizer's

goal is to ensure that the resulting code avoids assertion failures for any input in the

input space under consideration. For example:

void f(int x) {
int y = x * ??; synthesizer will find that ?? must be 2

assert x+x == y;

}

The synthesizer will find the correct value (2) of the hole, in order to satisfy the

condition of the assert statement, for any input x.

3.2.4 Refinement relationship among functions

The programmer can also specify the correct behavior of a function f by stating that

it is a refinement of another function g using the keyword implements, as long as these

two functions have the same function signature (parameter list and return type):

int f(int x) implements g {
return x*??; synthesIzer vwll find that ? muss he 2

}

int g(int x) {
return x+x;

}

The synthesizer will find the correct values of the holes to satisfy two conditions: a)

no assertions in the program are failed; b) the output of the two functions (f and g)

are the same if they are both fed the same input.

The refinement relationship can be mechanically transformed into solely assertions.

The above example can be transformed into the equivalent code below:

int f(int x) {
return x*??;

}

int g(int x) {
return x+x;

}

void fgTester(int x) {
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int yl = g(x);
int y2 = f(x);
assert yl == y2;

}

So what the synthesizer really sees are just holes and assertions. Finding values for

the holes to satisfy all the assertions is also called concretization.

3.2.5 Generator functions

Simple integer unknowns and choices can be used to define spaces of more complex

program fragments by packaging them into generator functions, or simply generators.

A generator can be thought of as a function that will get inlined into its calling

context and partially evaluated after all unknowns are resolved. Each invocation of

the generator is replaced by potentially different code fragments.

As a simple example, consider the problem of specifying the set of linear functions

of two parameters x and y. That space of functions can be described with the following

simple generator function:

generator int legen(int i, int j) {
return ??*i + ??*j+??;

}

The generator function can be used anywhere in the code in the same way a function

would, but the semantics of generators are different from functions. In particular,

every call to the generator will be replaced by a concrete piece of code in the space

of code fragments defined by the generator. Different calls to the generator function

can produce different code fragments. For example, consider the following use of the

generator.

void main(int x, int y) {
assert legen(x, y) == 2*x + 3;
assert legen(xy) == 3*x + 2 *y;

}

The synthesizer would generate something like this:

void main(int x, int y) {
assert (2 * x + 0 * y + 3) == 2*x + 3;
assert (3 * x + 2 * y + 0) == 3*x + 2*y;

}
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Note how the holes in the generator legen get different concretizations for the two

different invocations.

3.3 SPMD programming in MSL

MSL supports expressing SPMD style parallelism and bulk-synchronous communication

patterns. This section lists the key language features related to SPMD programming.

To begin with these features, we first introduce the concept of barrier-like behavior,

which lies in the center of SPMD programming in MSL.

3.3.1 Barrier-like behavior

The barrier is a well-known and widely adopted synchronization primitive. A barrier

forces its calling process to wait until all processes have reached the barrier. It imposes

two important restrictions on its caller: 1) all processes must participate in the

synchronization collectively; and 2) they must proceed with the barrier simultaneously.

A particular kind of barrier that will be of interest to us is textual barrier, which can

be found in languages like Titanium 1521 and an extention to Co-Array Fortran 1301.

A textual barrier additionally require that all processes must reach the same textual

instance of a barrier before any process can proceed with that barrier.

Below are some examples of correct and incorrect usages of barriers, adapted from

the seminal work [11 on formalizing a type system for barrier inference.

Example 1:
workl();
barrierO;
work2();
barriero;
work3();

Assuming that worki() are functions without any synchronization, the above usage is

correct, and demonstrates a typical SPMD skeleton: the barriers serve to guarantee that

all processes finish work 1() before proceeding to work2(). The only synchronization is at

the barriers - processes execute worki() asynchronously and enjoy the full parallelism.

Example 2:
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if (different()){ barrierO; }
else { barrierO; }

Assuming differento can return different boolean values in different processes, the above

example is wrong for textual barriers, because although all processes call into some

barrier, only a subset of processes will call the first barrier, and the others will not,

hence violating the collective requirement. This will cause the processes that call the

first barrier to hang infinitely upon it, and the other processes hang infinitely upon

the second barrier.

Example 3:

if (x) barrier() else workl();

This is only correct if all processes agree on the value of the boolean variable "x". There

is actually a more general for the correct behavior of barriers - all processes must

agree on the path conditions that control synchronization calls, which will be further

discussed in Section 3.3.4.

Barriers are strongly related to the bulk-synchronous parallel execution model: if all

the synchronizations in the program are barriers or barrier-like, then the execution of

the program is naturally alternating between computation and communication phases:

during the computation phase, all processes execute asynchronously and independently;

and only upon facing a synchronization procedure like barrier, they perform collectively

the communication phase, and proceed to the next computation phase simultaneously.

In the remainder of this thesis, we will call a program construct to have barrier-like

behavior if the call to such construct must be performed by all processes collectively

and proceeded simultaneously, just like a textual barrier. Put it another way, if we

replace in the program text some call to a barrier-like construct by a call to a textual

barrier, the program should still behave well with regard to the concurrency and

synchronization aspect (no deadlocks).

3.3.2 Expressing parallelism by spmd

In MSL, the programmer can tag a function definition with the keyword spmd to

require that the function be run in SPMD style parallel mode, like this: spmd T f(...). We
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call such functions spmd functions.

An spmd function must be called by all processes collectively, in the barrier-like

fashion defined in Section 3.3.1. This is a very strict semantic requirement. Together

with the similar requirements for communications, it guarantees determinism and

facilitate analysis. At runtime, this requirement is loosened for better performance,

but without losing the correctness guarantees. See Section 3.3.4 for more details.

The spmd functions can access two pre-defined constant integers: nprocs - the total

number of processes, which is the same for all processes; and mypid - the process ID of

the executing process, which ranges from 0 to nprocs-1, and is unique for each process.

In the SPMD execution model, each of the nprocs parallel process has its own memory,

and a process cannot access other processes' memory. This implies that any data

declared inside an spmd function is considered to be local to the executing process, and

distributed among all executing processes. For example:

spmd double[n] f(int n, int[n] x, ref int[n] y) {
double[n] z;

}

In the above code, The variables n, x, y, z, and the return value of f are all local to

their executing process, i.e. conceptually there are nprocs independent versions of each

variable, one for each process, and process i can only access the i-th version. If an

spmd function needs to exchange information with other processes, it has to use the

communication mechanism described in the next section.

MSL imposes a restriction upon the usage of spmd functions: spmd functions can

call other spmd functions as well as normal functions, but normal functions cannot call

spmd functions. Section 3.3.4 will explain the logic behind this restriction.

This of course raises a question of who calls the very first spmd function, which we

will answer later in Section 3.3.5.

3.3.3 Communication/synchronization mechanisms

Communication is achieved through a set of functions that support reductions, all-to-all

communication, and point-to-point communication. In the rest of the section we will
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list these communication and synchronization functions. Note that we will assume that

the elements being transferred (if any) are of double type in the discussion, but in the

real setting, MSL provides polymorphic communication functions for different element

types, such as int and float. All the communication and synchronization functions must

be called by spmd functions, and further more, they all have barrier-like behavior, so

any one of them must be called by either all processes or none of the processes at

runtime, otherwise a dead lock will occur. This is enforced by the MSL correctness

checking procedure, explained in Section 3.3.4.

Barrier

As we have stated in Section 3.3.1, there is a textual barrier in MSL. A barrier does not

communicate any content, but forces all parallel processes to sync up to the same place

of the code: a barrier blocks its caller (and the executing process) until all processes

have entered the same barrier, and then any caller (executing process) can continue.

Its syntax is simple:

barrier(;

Note that because barrier only affects the interleavings of processes, and any MSL

program can be transformed. into a functionally equivalent deterministic sequential

program (see Chapter 4), introducing barriers will not make any difference on the

program state or computation result, but it is useful for things like timing a benchmark:

usually people need to wrap the code snippet being timed with a pair of barriers, so

as to make sure that all processes enter and leave the code snippet together.

Reductions

MSL supports reduce, which is similar to MPIAllreduce:

void reduce([int n], double[n] sendbuf, ref double[n] recvbuf, int opcode)

For each index i from 0 to nprocs-1, all processes reduce their sendbuf[i], and the result is

stored to recvbuf[i] on every process. opcode specifies the actual reduction, which can be

chosen from pre-defined constants SPMDMAX, SPMDMIN, SPMD_SUM and so on.
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All-to-all communication

We have seen in Chapter 1 the Alltoall function that sends data from and to all

processes. It is an abstraction of the MPIAlltoall function.

void Alltoall([int bufsz], double[nprocs, bufsz] src, ref double[nprocs, bufsz] dst);

It takes as input a source 2D array containing the data to send to each destination

process, and returns a new array with the data received by every process.

Point-to-point communication

Point-to-point communication is supported by transfer:

void transfer([int n], bool scond, double[n] sendbuf, int rid, bool rcond, ref double[n] recvbuf)

Each process passes the information it wants to send through the sendbuf parameter

and uses rid to indicate the id of the intended receipient. When the call returns, recvbuf

will contain the information received by the process. The arguments scond and rcond

determine whether data will be sent and received by the current process, respectively.

A programmer familiar with two-sided messaging models such as MPI can think of

transfer as encapsulating a Send-Receive communication between two processes, where

the call does not complete until the communication is finished.

MSL additionally includes a few variants of transfer to handle, for example, the

case when the send and receive buffers have to be of different length.

Just like barriers, reductions, and all-to-all communications, transfer is also required

to be barrier-like. This means that if we only want some subset of the processes to send

or receive messages, all processes must still call transfer, but those that do not engage

in communication can set scond and/or rcond to false. transfer also has two additional

constraints: a) each process can only receive messages from one other process for

a given transfer call; and b) if a process sends a message to recipient r, then rcond of

process r should be true, and if no process sends to r, then rcond of process r should

be false. The conditions imposed on transfer, along with the bulk-synchronous nature

of the program, ensure that all the messages will reach their destinations and that

execution will be fully deterministic, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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3.3.4 Enforcing bulk-synchronous constraints

MSL enforces some contraints on the use of spmd functions and the communication / syn-

chronization functions, in order to make all programs conform to the bulk-synchronous

model. As pointed out in Section 3.3.1, bulk-synchrony is achieved as long as all

synchronizations have barrier-like behavior, so the keystone of the bulk-synchronous

constraints is to restrict that all synchronizations are used in the barrier-like manner.

This requires them to be called by all processes collectively. Following the terminology

of Titanium language 1431, we say that the control flow leading to a synchronization op-

eration is coherent if the portion of the control flow that may affect the synchronization

is identical across all processes. Enforcing barrier-like property boils down to checking

that the control flow leading to every synchronization is coherent, which requires

reasoning about inter-procedural control flow from the beginning of the program (i.e.

maino), a rather heavy-weight endeavor. In MSL, we strengthen the restrictions and

break them into several phases, as shown below:

Phase 1. MSL introduces the notion of spmd functions, and requires that all the

communication / synchronization functions can only be called from spmd functions.

Furthermore, spmd functions themselves can only be called by spmd functions. Following

the convention in Titanium, we call both spmd functions and communication / synchro-

nization functions to be collective. This rule put restrictions on the inter-procedural

control flow on collectives. It is enforced by a standard program analysis.

Phase 2. Within an spmd function, the conditions of the (intra-procedural) control flow

statements that lead to any collective function are identified as coherent. In current

MSL, the control flow statements are just if branches and loops. This phase identifies

those conditional statements with collective operations inside, and the corresponding

condition expressions are required to be coherent. The boolean value of a coherent

condition expression must not vary across different proccesses. Phase 2 only needs

intra-procedural information, and is done by a standard control flow analysis.

Phase 3. The conditions identified in Phase 2 are checked to be actually coherent, by

the static-dynamic checking approach, discussed in Chapter 1. This checking procedure
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reasons about inter-procedural control flow and data flow all the way back to the

test harness, so it is very precise, but unsound due to the inherent limitations of the

bounded model checker.

The Phase 1 and Phase 2 are similar to existing work like [1, 43J, In particular,

Titanium has a notion of single-valuedness that involves checks similar to the Phase

1 and Phase 2 of our rules in MSL. Their type system enforce the rules by local

checks. The Titanium compiler can prove very fast and soundly that a program

follows the bulk-synchronous model. To achieve that goal, the checks in Titanium are

quite conservative, and oftentimes the programmers need to provide a great deal of

annotations to satisfy the compiler. MSL makes the trade-off differently than Titanium,

because our Phase 3 enforces the rules via a more precise but slower inter-procedural

checking procedure. This lets MSL be more expressive, and light-weight in terms of

annotation burdens, but the static-dynamic checking approach is unsound and slower

than the type system approach in Titanium.

Example 3.3.1. The code snippet below illustrates the bulk-synchronous constraints:
spmd void g(int x, ... ) {

barrier(;

}
spmd void f(int x, ... ) {

if (differento) { y square(x); }
else { y = factorial(x); }
if (x > 10) g(x, ... );

}

In the above code, both f and g are spmd functions, barrier is a synchronization primitive,

and all three are collectives. Both square and factorial are normal (non-spmd) functions,

and they are not collectives. As before, differento can return different values in different

processes, so the control flow induced from f can diverge across different processes: some

processes will call square while others will call factorial. But as long as "x > 10" evaluates

to the same boolean value across all processes, the control flow that may affect the

collectives - g, and barrier would stay the same for all processes, so the execution still

falls into the bulk-synchronous model. This restriction on the condition is different
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from Titanium, because Titanium's type system would require the value of "x" to

be coherent in order for the whole condition to be coherent across processes. In this

case, because x is a formal parameter to f, it must be tagged as single in Titanium,

and all processes must have exactly the same value for x. Most likely the caller of f

also needs to make the corresponding actual argument single. This kind of restriction

and annotation burden can spread quite pervasively in a Titanium program. Using

these conservative, local guarantees, the Titanium compiler can prove that the whole

program is bulk-synchronous very fast. Whereas in the case of MSL, different processes

can have different values of x, as long as they are all > 10 or all < 10. This is because

MSL uses a more sophisticated checking procedure to actually "evaluate" and check

(at synthesis time) whether the whole condition expression has coherent value across

processes. This checking reasons about the control and data flow starting from the

beginning of the program execution (the test harness function), so it is much slower

than Titanium's compiler, and it is unsound because of its reliance on the bounded

model checker. Nevertheless this static-dynamic checking is effective in practice to

enforce the required coding discipline.

Now take a close look at the control flow induced from the function f. Because f

is required to be barrier-like, all processes should work in tandem when they enter

f, then the bulk-synchronous constraints imposed on the control flow force them to

enter g in tandem (or none of them calls g at all), and finally all processes should call

barrier together. Thus bulk-synchrony is maintained by our rules in the above example.

Note that these bulk-synchronous constraints are only for the semantics of the

program: they do not imply that at runtime we put barriers before and after each

call to an spmd function or a communication primitive like transfer. The constraints just

require that the result of the program should be as if every collective operation has

the barrier-like behavior, and all processes sync up with each other upon collectives.

The compiler and/or runtime system can loosen the simultaneity requirement for

the purpose of better performance and parallelism. In Chapter 6 we will see that

an important optimization allows the transfer function to behave correctly without

introducing any barriers: in the generated code, the point-to-point communication will
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be performed by each process independently, and faster processes do not need to wait

for other slower processes. Similarly, a call to an spmd function never requires a global

synchronization.

3.3.5 Relating SPMD and sequential programs

Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.4 state that the caller of an spmd function must also be

an spmd function. The question is: who is the "root" caller of the spmd functions?

At runtime, this hardly becomes a problem, because ultimately MSL programs

are translated into MPI code, which naturally maps into the SPMD execution model:

there are multiple processes running in parallel from the beginning of a program's

lifetime, each process has its own memory, and processes communicate with each other

only through the provided mechanisms. In this sense, there needs not to be any "root"

caller, or to put it another way: the root caller is the MPI runtime itself.

The real problem surfaces at synthesis time: the synthesizer needs to establish

equivalence between an SPMD program and a sequential program. The sequential

program runs in serial order, and does not have a notion of distributed, local data: it

always operates on non-distributed data. This means that the programmer needs some

way to relate SPMD programs with sequential programs, and to relate distributed data

with non-distributed data.

Inside any test harness function in MSL, the programmer can use spmdfork to initiate

the SPMD execution for a code region, like this example below:

double[N] tester(int N, int[N] A) implements seqf {
seouential execution mode:

double[N] B;
start of SPMD execution mode:

spmdfork {
code executed by multiple processes

int[N/nprocs] x;
double[N/nprocs] y;
f(x, y);

}
back to sequential execution again

return B;
}

spmd void f([int N], int[N/nprocs] a, ref double[N/nprocs] b) { }
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In the above code, the function tester has both sequential and parallel execution modes.

Initially tester executes in sequential mode, because it is not tagged with the spmd

keyword. We name the executor of the sequential code the main process. The semantic

of spmdfork is similar to the fork-join parallelism: upon reaching an spmdfork, the main

process spawns a set of nprocs sub-processes, running in parallel, each executing the

code inside the body of spmdfork (we call that body the parallel region, and the code

outside the spmdfork are in the sequential region), and the main process is blocked on

waiting for all sub-processes to finish; after all sub-processes complete the code in the

parallel region, they are terminated, and the control goes back to the main process,

which executes in sequential mode again.

This multi-process parallelism seems very different from SPMD model, but at least

inside the parallel region, the multiple sub-processes can simulate the SPMD processes

faithfully, as long as we have this restriction: each sub-process has its own private

memory; the code executed by a sub-process can only access its own private memory,

and cannot access other processes' memory; any data declared inside the parallel

region is local to the executing process's private memory. The data declared outside

the parallel region are considered global.

In the above example, variables N, A, and B reside in the global memory, so there

is only one N, one A, and one B per each call of tester. The variables x and y are both

local to their executing process, i.e. conceptually there are nprocs independent versions

of each variable: x0 , x,... , Xnprocs_1 and Yo, Y1, ... , ynprocs-i, corresponding to each

process, and process i can only access xi and yi.

Because the fork-join parallelism introduced by spmdfork can simulate the real SPMD

parallelism, it is allowed to call spmd functions (like f in the example) inside an spmdfork.

Thus spmdfork is the root caller of all the spmd functions during synthesis time.

The tester function has a very nice property: all the parallelism and potential

non-determinism are wrapped inside the spmdfork. The entry and exit parts of tester

are sequential, and the input and output of tester are both global data. This is very

important, because then at least at the function level, tester's signature is no different

from a normal sequential function, thus it can be compared (apples-to-apples) with a
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sequential specification. Below is a valid syntax:

double[N] tester(int N, int[N] A) implements spec {
// the same code as in the previous example code

}

double[N] spec(int N, int[N] A) { ... }

So we can establish refinement (equivalence) relationship between a sequential specifi-

cation and a tester function which has spmdfork in it and calls some spmd functions. By

this means, we indirectly specifies what the correct behaviors of these spmd functions

should be.

As stated above, the code inside the parallel region can only access the local data,

but this is too restrictive: In tester, the spmd function operates on local data x and y, but

we need some way to relate them with the global data A and B outside the spmdfork,

because otherwise, the spmd function f will not be relevant to the outside world, and in

particular, its correct behavior will not be related to the sequential function spec by

any means. For this reason, we allow the code inside spmdfork to access global data in a

very restricted form, through the distribute and collect functions.

A distribute function (tagged by the distr keyword) takes as input some global data,

and outputs some local data, which can later be accessed by the executing process. A

collect function (tagged by th'e coi keyword) takes as input some local data, and also

takes some global data as its pass-by-reference parameter; the collect function uses

the local data to update the global data. The distribute functions must be put at the

beginning of a parallel region, before any other statements, and the collect functions

must be put at the end of a parallel region, after any other statements. As illustrated

below:

double[N] tester(int N, int[N] A) implements spec {
double[N] B;
spmdfork {

int[N/nprocs] x = distl(A);
double[N/nprocs] y = dist2(B);

f(x, y);

collect2(B, y);
collectl(A, x);

}
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return B;
}

distr int[N/nprocs] distl([int N], int[N] A) {
int[N/nprocs] a;
for (int i = 0; i < N/nprocs; ++i)

a[i] = A[i+(N/nprocs)*mypid];
}
return a;

}

coil void collectl([int N], ref int[N] A, int[N/nprocs] a) {
for (int i = 0; i < N/nprocs; ++i)

A[i+(N/nprocs)*mypid] = a[i];
}

}
distr double[N/nprocs] distl([int N], double[N] A) {

int[N/nprocs] a;
for (int i = 0; i < N/nprocs; ++i)

a[i] = A[i+(N/nprocs)*mypid];
}
return a;

}

coil void collect2([int N], ref double[N] A, double[N/nprocs] a) {
for (int i = 0; i < N/nprocs; ++i)

A[i+(N/nprocs)*mypid] = a[i];

}

In the above code, both A and B are global data, which cannot be accessed directly by

the code inside spmdfork, so the programmer calls the distribute functions disti and dist2

to produce local data x and y, and then the call to the subroutine f(x,y) can access x and

y. At the end, the programmer calls the collect functions collecti and collect2 to update

the global data A and B from the information in distributed local data x and y. The

distribute/collect functions themselves are very simple: together they form a partition

of a global array into nprocs pieces.

Introducing distribute and collect functions raises another problem: now the multi-

ple sub-process spawned by spmdfork can touch global data, not purely local data, and

there might be race conditions because of non-deterministic interleavings. To eliminate

such problem, MSL enforce that:

1. Any distribute / collect function is implictly wrapped inside a pair of barrier statements.

This ensures that any potential non-determinism is restricted inside the distribute /
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collect function itself, and never polutes the other parts in the parallel region.

2. Any distribute function should only read from the global data, never write to. This

ensures that the calls to the distribute function executed by different sub-processes

commute with each other.

3. Any collect function should only read from the local data, never write to. But collect

functions still need to write to the global data. So we further require that the calls to

the collection function executed by different sub-proccesses commute with each other.

Recall that the collect function takes an implicit parameter mypid, and if we make this

parameter explicit, we get something like this:

void collect(int mypid, ref T globalData, S localData) { ... }

The MSL synthesizer adds assertions to enforce that

collect(pidl, globalData, localDatal);
collect(pid2, globalData, localData2);

is functionally equivalent to

collect(pid2, globalData, localData2);
collect(pid1, globalData, localDatal);

for any pair of pidi and pid2.

The above rules make sure that the introduction of distribute/collect functions

does not introduce new non-determinisms into the parallel region: they just allow

the code inside spmdfork to access the global data. Any possible non-determinism

should come directly from the original code inside the parallel region (the call to

those spmd functions), and we will prove in Chapter 4 that there really is no such

non-determinisms.

The rules 2 and 3 above seem quite complex at first glance, but natural distribute

/ collect functions satisfy them without much effort, because usually they are just

representing some partitioning of the global data, and different sub-processes touch

different portions, which do not overlap with each other.

Cautious reader may have noticed that the example code inside spmdfork has used

the global variable N without an explicit distribute call. The reason is that MSL provides

a default distribute / collect behavior for any global variable accessed inside the parallel

region:
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The default distribute is to broadcast the global variable to each process;

The default collect is to check that the value of the local variables are unique across

all proccess, and write this unique value back to the global variable.

Below shows the above example after this default distribute/collect behavior is inserted:

double[N] tester(int N, int[N] A) {
double[N] B;
spmdfork {

int N' = defaultDist(N);
int[N'/nprocs] x = distl(A);
double[N'/nprocs] y = dist2(B);

f(x, y);

collect2(B, y);
collectl(A, x);
defaultCollect(N, N');

}
return B;

}

distr int defaultDist(int N) {
return N;

I

coil void defaultCollect(ref int N, int n) {
if (mypid == 0) {

N = n;
} else {

assert(N == n);
}

It is important to note that distribute/collect functions exist solely to allow the

analysis engine to relate the distributed memory implementation to the sequential

implementation; they do not actually perform any communication, and will not be

part of the synthesized kernel. These functions enable the reasoning in Chapter 4. The

code generation phase (Chapter 6) will bypass all distribute/collect functions.
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Chapter 4

SPMD-to-sequential transformation

In Chapter 3 we have listed the main language features of MSL. With MSL, the

programmer can write sequential and SPMD programs, can assert functional equivalence

among those programs, and can synthesize unknown parts in the SPMD implementation

based on the equivalence relationship against a sequential specification.

The equivalence checking and synthesis features of MSL are based on the previous

work of SKETCH, which is a synthesis-enabled language for purely sequential programs.

As we have seen in Figure 1-4, MSL transforms an SPMD program into an equivalent

sequential program during synthesis time, and then feeds this sequential program

into the SKETCH synthesizer to discover the unknown parts (holes) and check for

correctness. The purpose of this transformation is purely for analyzability - to reduce

the synthesis problem for SPMD programs into an analyzable sequential synthesis

problem. This analyzability comes with some restrictions on MSL's programming

model, but due to the important optimizations (described in Chapter 6), we still get

scalability and high performance, as will be seen in Chapter 8.

We will cover the transformation process in this chapter via the following strategy:

First, we present a set of formal language semantics for both parallel and sequential

programs in MSL - or strictly speaking, we restrict our discussion to a simplified

language Lsma (introduced in Section 4.1) that preserves the key features of MSL

from the point of view of SPMD programming. It is not a full specfication of semantics

for the whole MSL, but nevertheless captures the interesting aspects related to our
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discussion of the transformation process. The semantics of Lsmai is given in two steps

in Section 4.2: we present a reduction HTr from Lsmai to a language of instructions

Li,,, and define the semantics of Linst in terms of the effect of each instruction on

the program state.

Then we will describe a transformation that converts a parallel program to a

sequential program with the following property: for any execution produced by the

original parallel program, the execution of the transformed sequential program either

produces the same final state, or causes an assertion failure if the original program

failed to satisfy the bulk-synchronous constraints listed in Section 3.3.4. During

the transformation process, the MSL compiler identifies the places where the bulk-

synchronous constraints need to be checked and adds the corresponding assertions,

which will be checked by the synthesizer described in Chapter 5. Note that this implies

that any SPMD program in MSL is essentially deterministic, because it must produce

the same result as a deterministic sequential program regardless of the different

interleavings that may happen at runtime. In explaining the above transformation

process, we will also limit our discussion to the simplified language Lsmai. In Section 4.3,

we define a reduction (-)seq from Lsmaii to L sq ,, a sequential subset of Lsmai and

prove that the semantics of the resulting program in L smcjq are equivalent to those of

the original program in Lsmaii. This (-)seq is a simplified version of the actual SPMD-

to-sequential transformation proccess in MSL, and it shows the key transformation

rules.

The above strategy is illustrated by the commutativity diagram below:

Laa L seuLsmall sm~ Lall

4.1 The Lsmaii language

In this section, we present the Lsmaii language, which is a shared-memory, parallel

language. On one hand, it is used to model the execution of distributed memory SPMD
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programs. On the other hand, it has a well-distinguished subset that can model fully

sequential programs.

var L[p].x I x I G.x

exp := n mypid nproc | var | exp1 op exp 2

stmt var = exp assert exp | stMt1 ; stMt2

if(exp) stMt 1 else stMt2 I while(exp) {stmt1} |
reduce(exp,var) |
transfer(scond, exp, rid, rcond, var)

Prog := stmt I fork{stmt} I Prog; Prog

Figure 4-1: The simplified language Lsmaii

The Lsmaii language, shown in Figure 4-1, is a standard imperative language with

a few additional constructs to express bulk-synchronous SPMD computation. We walk

through the language features one by one:

Starting from the top-level rule, Prog. It simply says that a Lsmaii program can

be a statement (stmt), or a statement distributed to parallel processes (fork{stmt}),

or a sequential composition of any number of those two (Prog; Prog).

Without being wrapped inside a fork, a statement is executed by a main process

sequentially, as shown in Figure 4-2(a). We say in this case the execution model is

sequential (EM = Seq). A fork{stmt} distributes work to a number of sub processes,

which execute the same statement in parallel, as shown in Figure 4-2(b). We say in

this situation the execution mode is parallel (EM = Par).

When these two execution modes are composed together in one program, the

overall execution model is illustrated in Figure 4-3: The main process runs a part of

the program sequentially until it faces a f ork{stmt}, and then the control of execution

switches to the pool of subprocesses, which start executing together in parallel, while

the main process suspends and wait for the sub processes to finish. We call the event

that all subprocesses have completed executing stmt a join event, which corresponds

to an actual instruction we will introduce later in Section 4.2. After the join point,

all sub processes suspend, and the execution turns back to the main process, which
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fork stmt

Main Process

(a)

Figure 4-2: Programs

Sub Processes

(b)

in Ls8 m101

EM = Seq
execute

EM = Par
execute

EM = Seq
execute

Main Process Sub Processes

Figure 4-3: The execution model of Lsmaii

continues the rest of the program. This kind of execution mode switching may happen

multiple number of times in a valid Lsn program. This execution model is an instance

of the classic fork join parallelism 122, 1011, and the only special thing is that there

is 11o "creation" or "annihilation" of subprocesses., as all the subprocesses are always

there, and they simply suspend when EM = Seq. This is also like the thread pool

model 137, 103].

The statements (strut) in Lmi are standard, including assignment to a variable,

assertions, sequential compositions, if conditions, and while loops, and additionally

commumication synchronization primitives: reduce aid a transfer, which will be
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explained in detail later.

The expressions (exp) are also standard, including integer constant literals (n),

two special integer constants mypid the executing process's ID - and nproc - the

total number of subprocesses - variables, and arithmetic expressions.

The variables in Lai are special and of particular interest to the discussion, as

they are an abstraction of the underlying storage model for the data.

The standard data layout for distributed memory SPMD programs is for each process

to have its own local memory, containing its own version of variables. Any process

only get access to its local memory. In Lsmaii, we simulate this distributed data layout

by wrapping all the local memories into a local store, named L, which is a mapping

from process ID (Pid) and variable name (Var) to values, shown in Figure 4-4(a). In

addition to that, Lsmaii has a global store G, which is a mapping from variable name

to values, shown in Figure 4-4(b), and can only be accessed by the main process.

L E LocalStore = (Pid -- (Var - Value))

Local Local Local
Memory Memory Memory G E GlobalStore = (Var 4 Value)

L[O].x L[1].x L[2].x .-- G.w

L[O].y _ L[1].y L[2].y G.x

Process o Process 1 Process 2

(a) LocalStore, simulating the (b) GlobalStore
distributed memory layout

Figure 4-4: Variables in Lsmaii

The "var" production rule of Figure 4-1 provides syntax for accessing variables in

both local and global stores: L[p].x is for refering to variable x on subprocess p's local

memory, which can be used by both the main process (statements not inside a fork)

and the subprocesses (statements wrapped inside a fork), but in the latter case, that

"p" must be "mypid", the executing process's ID, because as we said, each subprocess

can only access its own local memory. The "var" rule also provides "x" as a shorthand

for "L[mypid].x". G.x is the syntax for refering to variable x residing in the global

store, which can only be used in statements not inside a fork.
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Inside a fork, any statement only access its own local variables, thus the fork { stnt }

part of Lsmau simulates distributed memory SPMD programs faithfully. When the

program does need to cooperate among different subprocesses, it must make use of

the two communication primitives: reduce and transfer.

reduce(exp,var) evaluates an expression exp at every process, adds all their values, and

writes the sum to the output variable var on every process. Right after the execution

of reduce, the local variables L[p].var will have the same value (the calculated sum) for all

process IDs p.

transfer(scondexp,rid,rcond,var) sends and receives data from peer processes: scond is the send

condition, an expression that tells whether the executing process should send anything;

exp is an expression representing the value to be sent; rid (an expression) tells the

process id of the receiver; rcond is the receive condition, an expression that tells whether

the executing process should receive anything; and the output local variable var stores

the value received from some peer process, if any.

Both these communication primitives have barrier-like behavior as described in Sec-

tion 3.3.1 and their usage must follow the bulk-synchronous constraints as discussed

in Section 3.3.4.

It is easy to see that when fork { stint } and the communication primitives are excluded,

Lsmaii becomes a subset language with only one process (the main process) executing

sequential programs, and we call this subset language L"'i. Later in Section 4.3 we

will see that any program in Lsmaii can be transformed into a equivalent program in

L se while preserving its semantic meaning.small

4.2 Semantics of Lsmaii

In order to define the semantics of programs in Lsmaii, we first introduce a lower-level

language of instructions called Liss,, shown in Figure 4-5. Linst splits the monolithic

communication primitives (reduce and transfer) into finer-grained instructions, allowing

us to reason about the interleavings of actions in the program, as we will demonstrate

in Section 4.3. Figure 4-6 shows the translation HTr from Lsmall to Linst.
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fork join var := exp jmp(exp, loc) wait

rin(exp) red(var) tin(scond, exp, rid) trn(rcond, var)

Figure 4-5: The instruction language Linst

var = expITr = var:= exp

lassert expTr, = jmp (-(exp),I)

stmti; Stmt2JTr = stmt1]ITr; [stmt2jTr

Jif (exp) stmt1 else stmt2 T, = jmp (-i(exp), l1) ; stmt1&r; jmp (true, l2 ) ; [11]; stit 2 JT&r; [12]

while(exp){stmt}JTr = [l1] ; jmp (-i(exp), [12]); stMt]Tr; jmp (true, [l1]) ; [l2]

reduce(exp, var)J&, = rin (exp) ; red (var) ; wait

transf er(scond, exp, rid, rcond, var))ITr = tin (scond, exp, rid) ; trn (rcond, var) ; wait

If ork {stmt}Tr, = fork; JstmtJTr; join

Figure 4-6: Translating Lsmaii statements to Linst instructions

On the left of "=" are programs in Lsmaii; on the right of "=" are programs in Linst.

The rules use the notation [li] as a way to name a particular location in the program

(similar to line numbers, but they are labeling instructions). Also suppose that there is

a reserved error location I, so that whenever a program counter enters 1, the program

halts with assertion failure; hence, assert exp translates to jmp(-,(exp), 1).

Some of the rules in Figure 4-6 are easy to follow, like the rules to translate

assignments, assertions, and sequential compositions. The translation from control

flow constructs (if and while) to lower level instructions involving jmp is also a standard

practice that helps define small-step operational semantics for the programs, as we

will show later. The most tricky translation rules are the communication operations

(reduce and transfer) and the fork construct, and we will soon see the rationale behind

them once we define the operational semantics of Linst.

The program in Liss, executes by taking actions and changing the state. Figure 4-7

shows the state that the program operates on.

The state of Linst includes the local store L and the global store G, already shown

in Figure 4-4. In addition, the state contains program counters to make the control flow

transfers explicit. As shown in Figure 4-8, there is a program counter MC for the main

process, and a group of program counters PC for subprocesses (PC[p] indicates the
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G E GlobalStore = (Var -n Value)

L E LocalStore = Pid - (V ar -* Valu)

AIC (E AainProcPC = LocId

PC E SubProcPC = Pid -÷ LoI-Id

EM E ExecMode = {Seq, Par}

C C Channel = (Pid -+ Value)

o C State = GlobalStore x LocalStore x ExecMode x MainProcPC x SubProcPC x Channel

Figure 4-7: The state that the Li,,t programs operate on

MC e Locid PC S Pid->Locld

Main process's program counters of subprocesses

program counter PC[O] PC[1] PC[2]

Main Process SubProcesses

EM {Seq ,Par }

Execution Mode switch

Figure 4-8: Program counters and Execution mode in Li,,t

program counter for subprocess p). The execution of Li,,t switches between sequential

mode and parallel mode, so there is an indicator EM to tell between the two modes.

Before the program starts, EM = Seq, MC = 0, PC = Au.0.

And finally, there is a channel C, which can be seen as an array of mailboxes for

each subprocess. The execution of reduce and transfer will use C as a working buffer.

Figure 4-9 shows the small step semantics rules for Li,,t, and we go through them

one by one. Given the current state a = (G, L, MC, PC, EM, C), the rules define how

to compute the next state a' = (G', L', MC', PC', EM', C').

EM = Seq, I(MC) : G.x := e
G'.x =(e)G,L, MC' =MC + 1

Starting with the first ASGNG rule: G .The
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EM = Seq, I(MC): G.x:= e
G'.x = (e)G,L, MC' = MC + 1

[ASGNG] G.x:=e

EM = Seq, I(MC) : jmp(e, loc)
(e)G,L =' MC' = 1c

-'(e)G,L = MC' = MC + 1

, _ jmp(e,loc) 0.1

EM = Seq, I(MC) fork
EM' = Par

Vu.PC'(u) = MC + 1

. _4fork oJ

EM = Seq, I(MC) : L[p].x:= e

[ASGNL] L'[p].x = (e)G,L, MC' = MC + 1
0ASGNL L[p].x:=e /

EM = Par, pc = PC(p)
I(pc) : join

Vu.PC(u) =pc
EM' = Seq, MC' = pc + 1

[JO IN] gior- 43,or,0 P~U

Below are rules for execution in parallel mode. They implicitly assume EM = Par
and pc = PC(p). p denotes the executing subprocess, picked non-deterministically:

I(pc) : x := e
L'[p].x = (e)L p]

[ASGNpar] PC'(p) = pc + 1
[pSxpr]

[TIN]

I(pc) : tin(scond, e, rid)
Vu.PC(u) E {pc, pc+ 1}

(scond)L[p] =: C'[(rid)L[p]] (e)L[p]
PC'(p) = pc + 1

tin(scond,e,rid)
P0

I(pc) : jmp(e, oc)
(e)L p] = PC'(p) = 10c

,-(e)L[ p] PC'(p) =pc + 1
[JMPpar] jmp(e,Ioc)

I(pc) : trn(rcond, x)
Vu.PC(u) E {pc, pc + 1}

(rcond)L[p] :> L'[p].x = C[p]
PC'(p) = pc + 1

[TRN] trn(rcond,x)

I(pc) : wait
Vu.PC(u) # pc - 1

PC'(p)= pc+1
[WAIT] -wait '

I(pc) : rin(e)
Vu.PC(u) E {pc, pc + 1}

C'[p] = (e)L[p], PC'(p) = pc + 1
[RIN] rne

r'in(e)

I(pc) : red(y)
Vu.PC(u) E {pc, pc + 1}

L'[p].y = E C[u]
PC'(p) = pc + 1

[RED] e()'
red(y)

Figure 4-9: The execution semantics of Linst
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rule states that, when all the predicates above the line are satisfied, it is possible

for the program to execute an instruction and transition from the old state o- to a

new state o', denoted as a -G.x:=e o' (we write the instruction on the upper-right

corner of the arrow to make it clear to the reader which instruction is executed in

this transition). We use the map I : LocId -+ Instr to determine that the instruction

at a given program location is Instr. Specifically here, when the execution model is

Seq, and the current instruction for the main process is an assignment to a global

variable (I(MC) : G.x := e), the program is enabled to move to a new state o' in

which MC' = MC + 1, and the x component of the new global store is assigned the

value (e)G,L, where (e)G,L means the evaluation of the expression e under the global

store G and local store L (both from the old state a), i.e. any referred variable in e

is replaced with its value in G or L when evaluating e. Also note that we implicitly

assume that any component of the state not mentioned in the predicates remain the

same from the old state to the new state. For example, in this rule we assume that

G'.y = G.y for all variable y other than x, and L' = L, PC' = PC, EM' = EM, etc.

Then we have the ASGNL rule, which is almost identical to the previous ASGNG

rule, but for assignments to local stores, executed by the main process; and the JMP

rule, which is for the jmp instruction executed by the main process - note that jmp
changes the program counter (MC) conditionally based on the value of the condition

expression, so there are two conditional predicates governing the new MC'.

EM = Seq, I(MC): fork
EM' = Par

The FORK rule: Vu.PC'(U) MC + 1 deals with the fork instruction.
,-+fork or

When the execution mode is Seq, and the main process faces a fork, the next state

will be in parallel execution mode (EM' = Par), and the program counters for all

subprocesses are set to be the next location after the fork (Vu.PC'(u) = MC + 1).

This will enable all subprocesses to make moves.

The rest of the rules are all under the parallel execution mode, in which multiple

rules might be satisfied simultaneously, and multiple subprocesses may fit the predicates

of a rule at the same time, but we do assume that at any moment, only one subprocess
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that fits some rule, chosen non-deterministically, will make the "next" move and execute

some instruction. This clearly manefests that our language semantics allow for non-

determistic, parallel execution. Despite this non-determinism, however, the overall

execution of the program will be deterministic, as we will show later in Section 4.3.

Let p denote the ID of the (non-deterministically) chosen subprocess. The following

rules all assume EM = Par, pc = PC(p).

EM = Par, pc = PC(p)
I(pc) : join

Vu.PC(u) = pc

The first rule under the parallel mode is the JOIN rule: EM' = Seq, MC' pc + 1
g-, oi01 o

P

Opposite to fork, join switches the execution mode from parallel to sequential. When

EM = Par, and some subprocess p is facing a join instruction (I(PC(p)) : join), it

can be seen from Figure 4-9 that the only rule that process p may fit is the JOIN rule.

In order for process p to move, the JOIN rule requires all the other subprocesses to

come to the same program location as process p (Vu.PC(u) = pc). In this situation,

we say that subprocess p is "waiting" for other subprocesses to "catch up". Strictly

speaking, though, subprocess p is not actively doing anything - it is just that when

others do not catch up, no execution rules will be satisfied by subprocess p - in some

sense, subprocess p "waits for'' other subprocesses passively upon the join instruction.

Once all the subprocesses come to the same join, the execution goes back to the

main process (EM' = Seq), which starts executing the next instruction after the

join (MC' = pc + 1), and the whole system transition into a new state (a- -ci' a').

In addition to the executed instruction, we write the executing process ID p on the

lower-right corner of the transition arrow. Because of its nature, whenever the JOIN

rule is enabled, it must be enabled by all the subprocesses simultaneously, and the

choice of the executing process p is arbitrary and non-deterministic, but all choices of

p are equivalent.

The FORK and JOIN rules together maintain the execution model as depicted

in Figure ??(c): the control of execution switches between the main process (when

EM = Seq) and the pool of subprocesses (when EM = Par), but never mixed.
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I(pc) : x := e
L'[p].x = (e)L,]

The ASGNpar rule: PC'(p) = PC + 1 very similar to the ASGNL rule, but
. x:=e i

P

it describes the case where a subprocess assigns an expression e to a local variable x

(recall that x is just a shorthand for L[p].x). As we stated before, a subprocess can only

access its own local memory, so the evaluation of e is taken under the environment L[p],

written as (e)Lg,]. Note that there is no counterpart for the ASGNG rule in parallel

mode, because the subprocesses cannot modify the global memory G.

Next we examine the communication rules: TIN, TRN, and WAIT. They together

maintain the barrier-like behavior of transfer. Recall in Figure 4-6 that a monolithic

transfer statement in Lsmati is translated into a trio like this:

[transf er(scond, exp, rid, rcond, var))]T. = tin (scond, exp, rid) ; trn (rcond, var) ; wait

Theorem 4.2.1. When tin, trn, and wait are used together in a group like the above,

and there is no jmp instruction in the program that jumps into the middle of the

group (jumping onto the trn or the wait instruction), the tin actions executed by all

subprocesses are always grouped together, and the same is true for trn. In detail, the

following properties are maintained:

1. When some subprocess encounters the tin instruction, it cannot proceed until all

subprocesses are facing the same tin instruction. Then they can execute the tin

instruction in tandem.

2. When some subprocess encounters the tin instruction, it cannot proceed untill all

subprocesses have all executed the previous tin instruction and come to the same

trn instruction. Then they can execute the trn instruction in tandem.

3. When some subprocess encounters the wait instruction, it cannot proceed until all

subprocesses have all executed the previous trn instruction and come to the same

wait instruction.

We sketch the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 by demonstrating how the program executes

according to the three rules:
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I(pc) : tin(scond, e, rid) I(pc) : trn(rcond, x)
Vu.PC(u) E {pc,pc + 1} Vu.PC(U) E {pc, pc + 1} I(pc) : wait

(scond)L] - C[Qrid)Lp]1 (e)L[] (rcond)Lp] -> L'[p].x C[p] Vu.PC(U) # pc - 1
PC'(p) = pc + PC'(p) = pc + PC'(p) = pc +

tin(scond,e,rid) / trn(rcond,x) 0 _ ait CT

Suppose there are N subprocesses in total, and let A denote the number of subprocesses

facing a tin instruction, B denote the number of subprocesses facing the corresponding

trn instruction, C denote the number of subprocesses facing the corresponding wait in-

struction, and D denote the number of all the other subprocesses (A + B + C = N - D).

From the rules above, we can infer that the state transition of the subprocesses must

obey the graph shown in Figure 4-10, as will be explained below.

A B C D A B C D A B C D
0 0 0 N 0 N 0 0 0 N-1 1 0

A B C D A B C D
1 0 0 N-1 0 N-22 0

A B CD A B C D
2 0 0 N-2 0 N-3 3 0

A 8 CD A B C D
3 0 0 N-3 N-3 3 0 0

A B C D
N-2 2 0 0

A B CD A B C D A B C D A B C D

N 0 0 0 N-1 1 0 0 0 0 NO 0 0 N-1 1

A, B, C, D - number of subprocesses facing the tin, trn, wait, and other

instructions, respectively. N - total number of subprocesses.

Figure 4-10: State transition graph of subprocesses executing a group of tin, trn, and

wait instructions.

At first, none of the subprocesses has encountered the transfer, so D = N, A = B

C = 0. Then if the trio is ever executed, there must be some subprocess (let's call it

subprocess p) that first come to the tin, so the whole system transition to a (1, 0, 0, N -

1) state. The TIN rule requires that the subprocess p cannot make a move until all

subprocesses have come to either tin or the following trn (VU.PCu) E {pc, pc + 1}).,

but because of the "no jumping into the middle of the trio" property, other subprocesses
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cannot come to the trn beofre they come to the tin. That is why the (1, 0, 0, N - 1)

state must transition to the (2, 0, 0, N - 2) state, and now there are two subprocesses

hanging around the tin instruction and waiting for other subprocesses to come to the

same tin. Likewise, the state will transition to (3, 0, 0, N - 3) ... (N - 1, 0, 0, 1) and

finally (N, 0, 0, 0), a state where all subprocesses come to the same tin instruction.

We can clearly see that this is a barrier-like synchronization.

After that, some subprocess (call it process p') can move according to the TIN

rule: it evaluates the send condition, the ID of the recipient process, and the value to

be transferred, under its own local environment, and sends the value to the recipient

process's mailbox if the send condition is true ((scond)L p] =: C'[(rid)L ]] = (e)L p])-

Regardless of the send condition, it advances the program counter of process p',

and the whole system transitions into a (N - 1, 1, 0, 0) state. Now process p' is

governed by the TRN rule, which requires it to wait for all processes to come to

either the same trn instruction, or the following wait instruction. Following the same

argument as before, we can see that the system must transtition through a series of

(N - 2, 2, 0, 0), (N - 3,3, 0, 0), ... states until it reaches a (0, N, 0, 0) state, where all

subprocesses come to the same trn instruction, again a barrier-like synchronization.

Now some subprocess p" might execute according to the TRN rule: it evaluates

the receive condition, and if that is true, it copies the value in its mailbox to its local

variable ((rcond)L ] =4 L'[p].x = C[p]). Regardless of the receive condition, process p"

will face the wait instruction after its program counter is advanced, and the WAIT

rule requires it to hang there and wait for other subprocesses to catch up.

The RIN, RED, and WAIT rules play together to enforce a similar behavior for the

group of rin, red, and wait instructions, but to implement a correct reduce statement.

4.3 Reducing SPMD programs to sequential ones

Having defined the semantics of Lsmaii, we now present a reduction ( )seq that converts

an program in Lsmaii into a functionally equivalent sequential program in L'ai (a

subset of Lsmaii without fork). For any program s in Lsmaii, when we write (s) seq = SI,
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the reduced program s' E L a is guaranteed to have this property: s' triggers

an assertion failure if the original program s failed to satisfy the rules of usage for

communication primitives (violating the bulk-synchronous constraints); otherwise,

for any possible execution trace of s, the final state will be equivalent to running s'.

Note that this implies that the behavior of a correct Lsmaii program is deterministic,

despite the fact that multiple subprocesses can take actions non-deterministically

and many valid interleavings exist. To prove the correctness of our reduction, we will

use Lipton's theory of left-mover and right-mover actions [33, 68]. An action b is a

left-mover if for any execution where some action a is immediately followed by an

action b performed by a different process, the actions a and b commute - right-mover

actions are similarly defined.

The rules are listed in Figure 4-11. Each rule deals with certain kind of language

constructs. We go through them one by one, and demonstrate their soundness.

s is private
The PRI rule (fork{s}),eq = Vpid: s deals with private statements - any

statement that does not invoke reduce or transfer and therefore involves only control

flow and accesses to constants and local variables. As usual, above the line are the

conditions for the rule to be applicable, and below the line is the actual transformation

rule . Vpid : s is a shorthand for a loop to simulate a fork. It expands to

G.pid =0;

while (G.pid < nproc) {
s[mypid -÷ G.pid];

G.pid = G.pid + 1;

}

Here pid is a fresh variable name, and s[mypid -+ G.pid] means replacing any oc-

currence of mypid in s with G.pid. Note that as s is wrapped inside a fork in the

original program, it can only access local variables of the form L[mypid].x, and in

the transformed program those local accesses are converted to the form of L[G.pid].x.

The PRI rule simulates a particular, fixed scheduling of the parallel program. It is
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s is private

(fork{s})seq = Vpid: s

s or t is collective
s'= (fork{s})segq

(fork{if (e) s else t})seq =

v is a fresh variable name
t' = (fork{t})seq

G.v = (e)L[o];
Vpid: assert( (e)L[mypid == G.v);
if (G.v) s' else t'

v is a fresh variable name

(f ork{ reduce(e, y) })seq = G.v = Emypid(e)L[mypid];
Vpid: L[mypid].y = G.v

v and f are fresh variable names

scond, e, rid, rcond, y) })seq =

L[mypid].f = 0;
if((scond)L[mypid]) { G.v = (rid)L[mypid];

assert(!L[G.v].f);
C[G.v] = (e)L[mypid;
L[G.v].f = 1 }
assert(L[mypid].f); L[mypid].y = C[mypid] }

s is collective, v is a fresh variable name, s' = (fork{s})seq

(fork{ while(e) s})seq = G.v = (e)L[o];
Vpid: assert( (e) L[mypid| == G.v);

while(G.v) {

G.v = (e)L[o];
Vpid: assert((e)L[mypid] == G.v)

}

Figure 4-11: Reduction rules from Lsmaii to L ,q

Vpid: s is a shorthand for a sequential loop that iterates over all process ids (starting
from 0 to nprocs - 1), executing s in each iteration.
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easy to see that this simulation is faithful using the mover's argument: any valid

execution trace of f ork{s} must take the form f ork, a,, a2, -- ,-a, join, and each ai

must come from a private statement, i.e., ai only reads and/or writes the local state of

a particular subprocess (its local store and program counter), so any ai is a left-mover

to another a3 when they come from different subprocesses. Then it is trivial to see that

we can always re-arrange the actions such that all actions coming from subprocess 1

occurs first, all actions coming from subprocess 2 occurs after them, then occur all

actions coming from subprocess 3, so on and so forth. This is exactly what Vpid: s

will produce.

s or t is collective v is a fresh variable name

S' = (fork{s}) seq t' = (fork{t })seq

(fork{if (e) s else t})seq G.v = (e)L[o];

The IF rule Vpid: assert((e)L[mypid] == G.v); is

if(G.v) s' else t'

more complex. First, its conditions require that either s or t is collective, i. e. involving

communication operations inside them, because otherwise the whole if statement will

be private and can be captured by the PRI rule. Then it apply the ()seq transformation

recursively on fork{s} and fork{t}, two smaller programs than the original program,

and get their sequentializations s' and t'. The overall sequentialized program for

fork{if (e) s else t} is obtained by combining s' and t' in a conditional construct.

Because s or t is collective, the bulk-synchronous constraints require the path condition

leading to at least one of them be coherent across processes, and in particular, the

condition expression e must evaluate to coherent value. That is why the transformed

program first assigns (e)L[o] to a temporary variable G.v, and then uses a loop to

assert that the value of e, evaluated on all subprocesses, is the same to G.v. After that,

as evaluations of the condition expression agree across all subprocesses, the program

conditionally executes either s' or t' depending on the condition value stored in G.v.

To argue the soundness of the IF rule, we first observe that the first and decisive

action produced by the whole if construct is the conditional jump jmp(-,(e)), loc)

(see Figure 4-6 for the complete translation of if). The evaluation of -(e) is purely
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private, i.e. only accessing the executing process's local state, thus it is a left-mover

with respect to any other actions coming from a different process. Hence for any

execution trace of fork{if (e) s else t}, we can always move the actions of this

conditional jump from all subprocesses to the front of the trace, and because of the

bulk-synchronous constraints, all these jumps must make the same decision. After this

decision has been made, the rest of the trace must be equivalent to either fork{s} or

fork{t}, depending on the coherent condition value, which are in turn equivalent to

what s' or t' (respectively) would produce. As long as the recursive transformations

of fork{s} and fork{t} are semantics preserving (an inductive hypothesis), so is the

transformation done by the IF rule.

The TX rule
v and f are fresh variable names

(fork{ transfer(scond, e, rid, rcond, Y) })seq =

Vpid: L[mypid].f = 0;

Vpid: if((scond)L[mypi4) { G.v = (rid)L[mypid];

assert(! L[G.v] .f );

C[G.v] = (e)L[mypid];

L[G.v].f = 1 }

Vpid: if ((rcond)L[mypia ) { assert(L[mypid].f ); L[mypid].y = C[mypid] }
simulates the transfer operation directly from its definition. The transformed program

uses a fresh temporary local variable L[p.f to store whether process p's channel has

already been filled by some sender. Using that, it can check the correctness of usage of

transfer: no two senders sending to the same receiver; if some process's rcond is true,

then it must be sent something. Although the traces of actions are vastly different

between the original and the transformed programs, it can be easily checked that they

perform the same overall state transition. The same argument extends to the RED rule,

which simulates reduce.

= (fork{s})eq s' = (fork{s2})seq
The SEQ rule (fork{si; s2})seq = s'; s' also apply the (-),eq trans-

formation recursively on fork{s,} and fork{s 2}, and combine them to get the se-

quentialization of fork{si; S2}. To demonstrate the soundness of this rule, we only
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need to argue that progl = fork{si; S2} is semantically equivalent to prog2 =

fork{s,}; fork{s 2}. prog2 essentially reduces possible interleavings from progl: in

some valid scheduling of progl, an action originating from s, might come after an

action originating from s2, executed by different subprocesses, but for prog2, all actions

originating from si must come before all actions originating from s2.

Consider a trace t produced by fork{si; s2}; we now prove that there is an

equivalent trace t' in which any action originating from si occurs before any action

originating from s2 (we call this a "good" trace). The main idea is that if t is not

already a good trace, there will be two consecutive actions a 2, a1 in t where a, comes

from s, and a2 comes from s2. If we can show that we are always able to swap a2 , a1

to a,, a 2, then we will have a strategy to convert t into a good trace t'.

Lemma 4.3.1. If there are two consecutive actions a2 , a1 in t where a1 comes from

si and a2 comes from s2, we can always swap them to be a,, a2 and get an equivalent

trace.

Proof. First, a1 and a2 must be executed by two different processes, because the

execution of a single process is sequential. Without loss of generality suppose that a1

and a2 are executed by process 1 and process 2 respectively. The proof is by cases;

there are a total of 7 cases per action, corresponding to each of the 7 instructions

in Figure 4-9 that can execute within a subprocess. Of those 49 cases, however, all

the cases involving local writes and jumps are trivial because those instructions only

access and affect local state and thus will always be left-movers and right-movers with

respect to instructions executed by different processes.

On the other hand, it can never be the case that both a2 and a, are one of

{tin, trn, rin, red}, because that would require process 2 to be executing a reduce or a

transfer from statement s2 while process 1 is executing a reduce or a transfer from statement

si, which cannot happen due to the barrier-like behavior of both of those statements.

The only combinations left are those involving wait but it is easy to see that those will

not cause problems because wait has no side effects, thus is left-mover and right-mover

with respect to all other instructions. E
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s is collective, v is a fresh variable name, s' = (fork{s}),eq

(fork{ while(e) s})seq = G.v = (e)L[o];

Vpid: assert((e)L[mypid] == G.v);

while(G.v) {
The WHL rule s

G.v = (e)L[o];

Vpid: assert((e)L[mypidJ == G.v)

}
is similar to IF, but more complex. Given that the loop body s is collective, the

transformed program first checks that the loop condition expression evaluates to

coherent value across all processes, and then uses a while loop to execute s' multiple

times, where s' is the reduced program obtained by recursively applying the (-),eq

transformation on fork{s}. Note that after each loop iteration, the value of the

condition expression might change. As the bulk-synchronous constraints require that

the condition is coherent for each iteration. the condition agreement check is also done

in the loop body, after each s'.

This transformation will schedule all processes to perform the first iteration before

any process can start the second iteration. The soundness of this rule can be proved by

induction on the number of iterations based on the soundness of the IF and SEQ rules.

Theorem 4.3.2. For any non-negative integer T, if the transformed sequential program

in the WHL rule of Figure 4-11 executes the while loop for T times in total, and no

assertion failure is triggered, this sequential program is semantically equivalent to the

original parallel program in the WHL rule.

Proof. Base case: T = 0. For the sequential program, the loop condition G.v is false,

so (e)L[,] is false for all process ID p, because no assertions are violated. Then for

the parallel program: similar to the argument we have done for the IF rule, for any

execution trace, we can always move the actions that evaluate the loop condition e to

the beginning of the trace and preserve the semantics, which means all the evaluations

of eL[,] must be just like what they are evaluated in the sequential program, i.e. the
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loop condition e evaluates to false on all subprocesses. Thus for all the subprocesses,

the loop body is never executed in the parallel program, just like the case in the

sequential program, proving the base case of Theorem 4.3.2.

Inductive case: suppose Theorem 4.3.2 is correct for T = k, we prove that it is also

correct for T = k + 1.

Observe that while (e) { s } is equivalent to if (e) { s; while (e) { s; }} for any e

and s. This is obvious for sequential execution, and it can be easily proved for parallel

execution, too. Using this fact, We expand both sides of the transformation in the

WHL rule, and our goal is now to prove that

fork{ if (e) { s; while (e) { s; }} } (4.3.1)

is semantically equivalent to

(4.3.2)

when no assertion failure is triggered. But at this time, the while loop annotated with

(*) is only executed for T = k iterations in the sequential program.

From the soundness of the IF rule, we know that to prove the equivalence of 4.3.1

and 4.3.2, we only need to prove the equivalence of fork{ s; while (e) { s; }} and
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G.v = (e)L[o];

Vpid: assert((e)L[mypid] == G-v);

if(G.v) {

s' ;

G.v = (e)L[0];

Vpid: assert((e)L[mypid] -v);

while(G.v) {

s';

G.v = (e)L[o];

Vpid: assert ((e)L[mypi4 == G.v)

}
}



G.v = (e)L[o];

Vpid: assert((e)L[mypid] == G.v);

while(G.v) {

S' ;

G.v = (e)L[o];

Vpid: assert((e)Lmypi4 == G.v)

}
}

Because of the SEQ rule, that boils down to proving: fork{ s; } is semantically

equivalent to s' (the condition in the WHL rule) and fork{ while (e) { s; }} is semanti-

G.v = (e)L[o];

Vpid: assert((e)L[mypid] == G.v);

while(G.v) {
cally equivalent to S'; (our inductive hypothesis).

G.v = (e)L[o];

Vpid: assert((e)L[mypid] == G.v)

}
Thus the whole chain of proof for Theorem 4.3.2 is finished. As the theorem is true

for any T, it implies the soundness of the WHL rule. El

This completes the proof for the transformations in Figure 4-11. The actual

transformation done by MSL is only slightly more complex than what we have

described so far because it must deal with a number of additional language features

such as heap-allocated objects, arrays and functions, but the high-level ideas for

the SPMD-to-sequential transformation are the same. By applying this reduction,

we are able to transform the synthesis problem for SPMD programs into a synthesis

problem over sequential implementations, allowing us to leverage existing synthesis

infrastructure.
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Chapter 5

Synthesis and equivalence checking

After the transformations described in Chapter 4 are applied, what is left is a synthesis

problem over sequential programs. This is a problem already solved by SKETCH 184, 87J,

a constraint-based software synthesis language. so we provide only a brief discussion

here as background.

At a high level, the synthesis problem is solved in two phases. In the first phase,

the requirements that the program is equivalent to its reference implementation,

together with the requirement of avoiding all assertion failures-including assertions

added implicitly to check for array-bounds violations and assertions added during the

transformation-get encoded into a predicate Q(in, c) that is true iff the execution

of the program on input in will satisfy all requirements when all unknowns in the

implementation are completed as described by a control parameter c. In the second

phase, the synthesizer searches for a control parameter c' such that Vin.Q(in, c'). In

practice, the equation is usually checked only on a bounded set of inputs in; the set is

bounded by restricting the number of bits for values in. We describe the algorithm at

a high level in the rest of this chapter.

5.1 Constraint generation

MSL (based on SKETCH) generates the predicate Q(in, c) by performing symbolic

execution over the sequentialized program, and transform it into a large DAG (Directed
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Acyclic Graph) where each node is a symbolic representation of an intermediate value

in program execution. The source nodes of the DAG (without incoming edges) are

input values, including program inputs (corresponding to in) and control parameters

(c, the unknown holes in the sketch); the sink nodes of the DAG (without outgoing

edges) are all the asserted conditions; all other nodes are intermediate states that

pass dependencies from sources to sinks. Straight line code maps to its representation

directly, but loop iterations and function calls do not.

Like other automated bug-finding tools based on bounded model-checking [20],

we handle loops and function calls by unrolling and inlining respectively. Our system

will unroll a loop of the form while(c) stint into a series of conditionals and an asser-

tion {if (c) stMti; if (c) stmt2;... ; if (c) stmtLB; assert(! c)}, where stMtk represents the k-th unrolled

instance. The loop is unrolled up to LB levels, a configurable parameter to the synthe-

sizer; asserting the negation of the loop condition at the end guarantees that insufficient

unrolling is reported as an error and a larger LB must be tried. This restriction makes

the transformed DAG finite and only works for finite input space programs. Similarly,

function calls are all inlined, with a configurable bound on recursive call depth; when

a generator function is inlined, the unknown holes inside it are cloned to different

copies under different calling contexts.

The equivalence of the program and the reference implementation is checked by

adding extra assertions that their outputs are equal. Then the DAG is turned into

a boolean circuit by representing each node with a number of bits, and each edge

with a number of constraints that describes the corresponding dependency between

the incoming and outgoing nodes (bits). The final predicate Q(in, c) is obtained by

building a conjunction of all assertion nodes in the boolean circuit.

Like previous synthesis work [84], we represent floating point values as elements in

a small finite field- this allows us to separate issues of floating point accuracy from

programming errors while keeping the analysis tractable by reducing the number of

bits required to reason about arithmetic operations. A consequence of this is that the

equivalence check assumes algebraic properties like commutativity and associativity.

This allows the programmer to leverage the synthesis and automated bug-finding
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features even with implementations that will produce different outputs on IEEE 754

floats.

5.2 Solving for control parameters

Our system searches for control parameters c' such that Vin.Q(in, c'). This existential-

universal predicate equation belongs to the 2QBF (Quantified Boolean Formula

with two quantifiers) problem, which is usually hard to tackle. SKETCH employs a

counterexample guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) approach [84] to solve this.

The key is to avoid the universal quantifier when searching for c' by instead solving

a simpler problem: given a small set of representative inputs Ej, the system finds a ci

such that AinEEi Q(in, ci).

The CEGIS algorithm starts with a set E0 containing a single random input.

A constraint solver solves the problem above for a co which is then passed to a

checking procedure to check if the resulting program is indeed correct. If it is not,

then a counterexample input ini is found, and the process is repeated with a new set

Ejgj = Ej U ini. In this manner, the algorithm discovers the solution to the synthesis

problem. By gradually building the representative input sets Ei's, the CEGIS algorithm

avoids the costly V quantifier when searching for cs.

5.3 Correctness checking procedure

The synthesizer uses a correctness checking procedure similar to SAT-based bounded

model checking [63]: for any candidate control parameter ci, Q(in, ci) is a boolean

predicate with only in as its input vector. To check whether the resulting program

is indeed correct, a constraint solver tries to find a counterexample ini such that

-iQ(inj, ci). If no ini can be found, the program is correct for the input space.

For our analysis to be tractable, we only use finite bits to represent in, thus provide

only bounded correctness guarantee, which is useful to prevent many bugs like out-

of-bound array access, wrong loop iteration bounds, and wrong indexing expressions.
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This complements normal random testing mechanisms because the constraint solver

exhaustively checks the input space and covers all corner cases.

5.4 Completing the sketch

After the synthesizer discovers the unknown parts of the program, the MSL compiler

uses that information to complete the original SPMD sketch. This basically involves

two steps in our system: hole concretization and partial evaluation, which are briefly

explained in this section. Further details can be found in [84, 851.

As we have presented in Section 3.2, the only essential unknown values that need to

be discovered by the synthesizer are the integer holes (written as ?? in the source code),

which are the control parameters of the boolean predicate in the above discussion.

Once the synthesizer finds out the values of the control parameters, it fills the integer

holes based on them: each integer hole in the program is replaced by its corresponding

integer constant. This simple step is called hole concretization. After this, the MSL

program becomes complete.

Then some parts of the program that depend on the integer holes may now

become fully determined and can be executed (evaluated) at compile time. MSL has

a cleanup process to simplify or eliminate those parts, based on a standard compiler

technique called partial evaluation [5, 21, 48]. It can be seen as a combination of very

aggressive compiler optimizations such as constant propagation, transitive assignement

elimination, and dead code elimination.

For example, in Section 3.2 we have stated that the choice expression is just a

convenient syntactic sugar on top of the integer holes, thus

int x = { a I b 15 1 i-1 1};

is mechanically transformed to:

int x;
switch(??) {

case 0: x = a; break;
case 1: x = b; break;
case 2: x = 5; break;
default: x = i-1;

}
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Suppose the synthesizer concretizes the hole to 1, then the whole switch statement

becomes useless, and the partial evaluation simplifies it to "int x = b;". Furthermore, if x

is later used in the program, before being modified, that use of x will be replaced by a

direct use of b.

The purpose of the partial evaluation process is two-fold: it makes the program

much cleaner and more readable, because many of the complex program constructs,

both user-written and generated by the compiler, are eliminated during the partial

evaluation; this simplified MSL program also results in a C++ program that is

easier for the C++ compiler to optimize. Note that MSL can do more aggressive

optimizations that C++ compilers cannot do because the programming model of MSL

is more restrictive.
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Chapter 6

Code generation

Now that the MSL compiler gets a completed SPMD program, the last step is to

generate an efficient C++/MPI implementation from the high-level MSL program. As

discussed in Section 5.4, the compiler relies on partial evaluation to clean up and

optimize the completed program, and it also performs a set of standard optimizations

such as unboxing of temporary structures and copy propagation.

In this chapter, we mainly discuss the important optimizations being used when

translating MSL code to C++ code, with focus on implementing the SPMD model on

top of the MPI library, which seems easy at first glance, as all the relevant concepts

in MSL have direct mappings in MPI. But actually it is non-trivial, because MSL

builds upon this idea of bulk-synchronous, barrier-like synchronization model, even for

point-to-point communications, and if we translate the transfer operation naively with a

barrier to guarantee synchrony, the performance and scalability will be limited. Thus

we introduce to MSL an optimization that removes the bulk-synchronous burden from

the implementation of transfer.
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6.1 From bulk-synchrony to point-to-point commu-

nications

The semantics of transfer modeled in MSL have barrier-like behavior. A straightforward

implementation is to simulate transfer by send and recv operations together with a barrier in

MPI, as depicted in Figure 6-1(a). It uses MPI_Isend because at least one of the send and

recv needs to be asynchronous in order to avoid deadlock. Figure 6-1(b) illustrates the

runtime behavior of this implementation. Note that MPIWait is omited in the picture.

inline void transfer(int len, bool scond, double * sendbuf, int rid, bool rcond, double * recvbuf) {
MPI_Request req;
MPI_Status status;
if (scond) {

MPI-Isend(sendbuf, len, MPI_DOUBLE, rid, MPI_ANYTAG, MPI_WORLD, &req);
}
if (rcond) {

(a) MPIRecv(recvbuf, len, MPI_DOUBLE, MPI_ANYSOURCE, MPI_ANYTAG, MPI_WORLD);

if (scond) {
MPIWait(&req, &status);

}
MPlBarrier(MPIWORLD);

}

Phase 1 Isend nd end

transfer d Rev Recv

Barrier
(b)

Phase 2 Isend Isend Isend

transfer Recv Recv L ecv

Barrier

Figure 6-1: (a) the straightforward MPI implementation for transfer and (b) an illustration
of its runtime behavior

The bulk-synchronous model of transfer (just as all the synchronization / communi-

cation mechanisms in MSL) allows us to talk about transfer in phases, because it must

be called by all processes in tandem. The barriers after each transfer are neccessary

to enforce the correct behavior: before each barrier, all the outstanding messages are
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guaranteed to come from one phase of Isend, so they are received by the Recv from the

same phase. If we naily remove the barriers as shown in Figure 6-2, buggy behavior

can happen: Here process 0 executes faster and marches to Phase 2 ealier, and the

other processes are still at Phase 1. The Phase 2 message sent by process 0 reaches

process 2 before the Phase 1 message sent by process 1, so the Phase 2 message is

received by process 2's Phase 1 recv, violating the semantics of transfer.

Process 0 Process 1 Process 2

Phase 1 Isend send send

transfer Recv Recv Recv

Phase 2 send snd [send

transfer vecv Recv

Figure 6-2: Buggy behavior after removing barriers naively

To prevent such bugs without using heavy-weight barriers, we exploit the message

tagging feature of MPI: each send operation can tag the message being sent with an

integer; each recv operation can specify its expected tag, and only the incoming message

with a matching tag can fulfill that recv operation. Because logically all the transfer

operations happen in phases, we maintain a counter of the current phase number,

and tag messages with this counter. This new optimized implementation is shown

in Figure 6-3. Without the barriers, there might be outstanding messages coming from

the MPI_Isend of multiple phases at any moment, but the MPIRecv is also tagged, so it

only accepts the correct message from its own phase, and is shielded from mismatched

MPIIsend, as shown in Figure 6-4.

With the message tags taking over the role of the barriers, this optimization is

intuitively correct. To formally prove it, we first model the implemenation in Figure 6-

3 with a new set of semantics that replaces the old semantics for transfer established

in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-9. Using the new formal semantics, we will prove that the

SPMD-to-sequential transformation process presented in Section 4.3 still holds, so that
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nitialization of the phase counter
int phase = 0;

inline void transfer(int len, bool scond, double * sendbuf, int rid, bool rcond, double * recvbuf) {
int tag = ++phase;
MPI_Request req;
MPIStatus status;
if (scond) {

MPIIsend(sendbuf, len, MPIDOUBLE, rid, tag, MPIWORLD, &req);
I
if (rcond) {

MPIRecv(recvbuf, len, MPIDOUBLE, MPIANYSOURCE, tag, MPIWORLD);
}
if (scond) {

MPIWait(&req, &status);
}

Figure 6-3: an optimized implementation for transfer (slightly simplified)

tag=1
send

Recv

send

Recv

tag

Isend mismatch

Recv

tag 2
Phase 2 lse d
transfer Recv

Isnd

Recv
s nd
/,RecvJ

Figure 6-4: Using tagging to prevent mismatched messages

any MSL program with the new transfer semantics can still be sequentialized by the

same transformation rules listed in Figure 4-11. Hence the behavior of the parallel

program is equivalent to the sequentialized program, which is deterministic, regardless

of which set of semantics we use for transfer, old or new, so the new implemenation of

transfer must preserve the program meaning.
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6.2 Formally proving the correctness of the optimized

point-to-point transfer

Figure 6-5 shows the new formal semantics for transfer: transfer is translated into three new

finer-grained instructions, tsend(scond, e, rid), trecv(rcond, x) and tout(scond, rid),

whose execution semantics are also listed.

transf er(scond, e, rid, rcond, X))Tr = tsend (scond, e, rid) ; trecv (rcond, x); tout(scond, rid)

(a) the new translation from transfer to finer-grained instructions

I(pc) : trecv(rcond, x)
I(pc) : tsend(scond,e,rid) m = L[p].tag,n = B[p][m]

m = L[p].tag + 1, n = (rid)Lp] (-rcond)L~p] V n -f _ I(pc) : tout(scond, rid)
L'[p].tag = m (rcond)L p] . L'[p].x n M = L[p].tag, n = (rid)L[p]

(scond)L[p] => B'[n][m] = (e)L [] (rcond)L[p] => B'[p][m] = T (-scond)Lp] V B[n][m] = T

-tsend(sconderid) ' trec(rcond,x) o , tout(scond,rid)

(b) execution semantics of the new instructions

Figure 6-5: The new semantics of the optimized transfer

In this new semantics model, we will assume a local variable L[pJ.tag that is initialized

to 0 on each process p. The communication channel for transfer now needs to be modeled

as B[p][m] : Pid - (Int -+ (Int U {IL, T})), an ordered array of mailboxes (indexed

by m, the message tag) for each process p. It is initialized to (Ap.Am.1). B[p][m] = I

means position m of the buffer at process p has no incoming data yet, and B[p] [m] = T

means that the receiving process p has already copied the m-th incoming message to

its local variable, and whoever has sent the m-th message can stop waiting for its own

MPIISend to complete.

Figure 6-6 compares the usage of the old channel and the new channel. With

the old transfer semantics and the old channel, there is only one cell (mailbox) per

each subprocess. Conceptually there is a barrier after each phase of transfer. The tin

instruction just writes to the receiving process's cell, and each subprocess can re-use

its only mailbox across phases, because the barrier-like behavior of transfer requires
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every subprocess to retrieve the incoming message from its mailbox (if there is any)

before all processes can move to the next phase. For the same reason, there is no need

to use special values I and T to indicate if a mailbox is filled and if the message has

already been retrieved, because the strict timing of the tin, trn, and wait instructions

guarantees that a message is always written by some tin before trn is executed, and

an incoming message is always retrieved by some trn before the sender process exits

the transfer statement (by executing its wait).

Process 0

tin

Process 1

T

(a)

tin__ tin

Process 2

Stin

~aarrier

Kjrin I

C E Channel = (Pid- Value)

Process 0 Process 1 Process 2

QE C[1] C[2]

T

T[1]
I I

Barrier!

L~E

Process 0

T tsend

Process 1

tsend

Process 2

(tsend )

(b)

tsend ) tsend tsend

Figure 6-6: Illustration of transfer with (a) the old channel and (b) the new channel

With the new transfer semantics and the new channel, there is no longer the barrier-

like behavior and the strict timing constraints, so each process cannot re-use a single

mailbox for multiple phases of transfers. Instead, there must be a separate cell B[p][m]
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reserved for every phase m per process p. Then the tsend from phase m can write

to the m-indexed mailbox of the receiving process, without conflicting with other

tsend from a different phase. The special value I is also needed to indicate whether a

mailbox is filled with data or not, and the special value T is used to indicate whether

an incoming message has been retrieved by its receiver or not.

Using the new channel definition, the three new instructions tsend, trecv, and tout

fit the behavior of the implementation in Figure 6-3 closely. We contrast them with

the old transfer instructions tin, trn, and wait by putting the new and old execution

rules side by side:
I(pc) : tsend(scond, e, rid) I(pc) : tin(scond, e, rid)

m = L[p].tag + 1, n = (rid)L] Vu.PC(u) E {pc, pc + 1}
L'[p].tag = m (scond)L~p] =* C'[(rid)L,]] (e)Lp]

(scond)L] =: B'[n][m] = (e)L p] PC'(p) = pc + 1
tsend(scond,e,rid) , vs tin(scond,e,rid) 0

The main difference is: the old tin needs to do barrier-like waiting for other processes

to come to the same place before moving, while the new tsend does not. After the

waiting, the process executing tin just write the data to the recipient process's mailbox,

knowing that the message will later be retrieved by some trn from the same phase

as itself. Instead of waiting, tsend needs to increment the phase counter and tag the

data being sent with the counter value m (putting it into the m-indexed mailbox of

the receipient process). This mimics the behavior of the asynchoronous MPI_Isend with

tagging. It does not wait to check if the message has been received (copied to a local

variable) by the receiver.
I(pc) : trecv(rcond, x)

m = L[p].tag,rn = B [p][m] I(pc) : trn(rcond, x)

(-,rcond)Lp| V n _L Vu.PC(u) E {pc, pc + 1}
(rcond)L%] = L'[p].x = n (rcond)L] = L'[p].x = C[p]

(rcond)L p] => B'[p][m] = T PC'(p) = pc + 1

or-trecv(rcond,x) 0 vs trn(rcond,x),
p 0P

The main difference is again that-trn needs to do barrier-like waiting while trecv does

not. Once the barrier-like wait finishes, the process executing trn can just copy the

data in its mailbox to its local variable x, because it knows that this must be sent

by some tin during the same phase. On the other hand, the process executing trecv

needs to pick the Phase m data from its m-indexed mailbox, where m is its local phase
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counter, and it needs to wait for that mailbox to be filled by some tsend in Phase

m (n = B[p][m], (-,rcond)L[p] V n y I). trecv corresponds to the MPIRecv: it waits for

the data with the correct tag to be available, copies the data to a local variable, and

acknowledges the delivery of the message ( (rcond)L[p] -> B'[p][m] = T).

I(pc) : tout(scond, rid) I(pc) : wait
m = L[p].tag, n = (rid)L[p] Vu.PC(u) # pc - 1
(-,scond)L[p] V B[n][m] = T PC'(p) = pc + 1

tout(scond,rid) V S. o. _wait ._
a-p 0- p

Again wait does a barrier-like synchronization. tout, on the other hand, corresponds to

the MPI_Wait doing only pairwise synchronization. The process executing tout just waits

for its message to be received by the receipient process ( (-,scond)L[p] V B[n] [m] = T ).

To show that the new implementation of transfer actually preserves the meaning of

the program from the old implementation, we just need to prove that any parallel

program under the new scheme of semantics can still be sequentialized by the same

transformation rules shown in Figure 4-11. Because the sequentialized program is

deterministic for a given parallel program, this will guarantee that the original program

has the same behavior regardless of which transfer implementation it uses. We will not

repeat the same proof steps already discussed in Section 4.3, because most part of the

original proof still holds without any change, but the proof of the SEQ rule needs to

adapt to the new instructions tsend, trecv, and tout. The only relevant part of the

proof that might be affected is Lemma 4.3.1, which relies on the barrier-like property of

the communication operations, which in turn, is provided by Theorem 4.2.1. So the only

interesting task is to provide a new theorem that substitute the role of Theorem 4.2.1,

under the new scheme of semantics for transfer.

Definition 6.2.1. We call a tsend action with message tag m a tsendm action.

Simillary we define trecvm and toutm actions.

Theorem 6.2.2. For any execution trace t, we can re-arrange its actions (preserving

its semantics) into a new trace t' so that for any m, the tsendm actions from all

subprocesses are grouped together in t'. The similar facts hold for trecv and tout.

Its proof builds on Lemma 6.2.3 that allows us to swap consecutive actions.
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Lemma 6.2.3. If there are two consecutive actions x, y in t executed by different

subprocesses, where x is a tsendm action, and y is any action except for tsendm, trecvm,

or toutm actions, then we can always swap them to be y, x and get an equivalent trace.

Proof. It is easy to see that the actions other than tsend, trecv, and tout are all

right-movers with respect to a tsendm event, so we only need to consider the case

where y is tsenda, trecvn, or tout, with n # m. In this case, their message tags are

different, so x and y access non-overlapping portions of the system state, thus are

movers to each other. E

Using Lemma 6.2.3, for any tsendm we can always find its first occurrence in

trace t, and suppose it is action x executed by process p, all the other tsendm actions

executed by other processes are after x, but maybe not immediately following x, but

we can always swap actions such that all the tsendm actions are grouped together.

Similar arguments extend to the trecv and tout actions, and this completes the proof

of Theorem 6.2.2. It shows that although the new transfer does not enforce barrier-

like property at individual instruction level, the resulting execution trace is always

equivalent to a "good" trace in which all three steps of transfer do exhibit barrier-like

behaviors.

Then we can just focus on the "good" traces when we re-apply the proof of Lemma 4.3.1,

which provides the basis for proving the SEQ rule, thus completing the proof of SPMD-

to-sequential transformation rules in Figure 4-11, under the new scheme of transfer

semantics.

Therefore any parallel program under the new scheme of transfer semantics can be

sequentialized by the same transformation process as under the old semantics, so the

two schemes must be semantically equivalent to begin with.

6.3 Other implementation details

The other communication mechanisms in MSL are translated to their MPI counterparts

in a straightforward way, such as Allto_all and reduce. The special values mypid (the process
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id) and nprocs are obtained at the beginning of the code by calling MPICommrank and

MPI_Commsize.

Aside from the SPMD programming features, the MSL compiler does some other

optimizations when generating C++ code. One of them worth mentioning is with

arrays - the arrays in MSL have copy semantics, which means that when an array is

passed in as a parameter, semantically the callee gets a copy of the original array. To

prevent excessive copying, arrrays are copied lazily: the compiler will only generate the

code that copies the input array if the array is modified by the callee. If an array is

used as a reference parameter, the callee is free to modify the array without copying it.

These optimizations, together with aggressive inlining and copy propagation, eliminate

most unnecessary array copying.
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Chapter 7

Combining distributed kernels

The previous chapters focus on how individual kernels are written, synthesized, and

checked in MSL. This chapter discusses another important issue: how to combine mul-

tiple MSL kernels together to form a bigger application, without losing the correctness

benefits provided by MSL for each individual kernel.

For discussion purpose here, kernels are just functions. Consider a very simple

example of composing two distributed kernels f and g, shown in Figure 7-1. The main

calls both f and g as subroutines, and information (data) flows through input/output

relationships among the subroutines.

spmd void main(int n, void main'(int n,
int[n/nprocs] a, ref int[n/nprocs] b) { int[n] a, ref int[n] b) {

int[n/nprocs] c = f(n, a); int[n] c = f'(n, a);
g(n, c, b); g'(n, c, b);

} }

spmd int[n/nprocs] f(int n, int[n/nprocs] x); int[n] f'(int n, int[n/nprocs] x);

spmd void g(int n, void g'(int n,
int[n/nprocs] x, ref int[n/nprocs] y); int[n/nprocs] x, ref int[n/nprocs] y);

Figure 7-1: Simple example of composing distributed kernels

Side by side, we have shown another sequential function main' that calls two sequential

subroutines f' and g'. The structure of main closely resembles main', but main and its

subroutines execute in SPMD manner and the data they use (a, b, ) have the "/nprocs"

factor in their array lengths, reflecting the distributed nature of the program. Checking

the correctness of main against main' can be done as before - writing a test harness
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and distribute / collect functions, and relying on the solver to check the test harness.

However, when both f and g are complex functions, the overall test harness is even more

complex and harder for the solver. In the real applications where many kernels are

composed together, the synthesis time of the solver grows exponentially as the program

gets bigger, essentially forbidding the approach of checking the whole program. If we

know that both f and g can be checked separately against f' and g', which is tractable

for the solver as we have discussed before, can we leverage that extra information to

guarantee the correctness of main without checking the giant, monolithic program?

When the code uses raw data types like arrays freely as shown in Figure 7-1, it is

not easy for the compiler to reason about the structural resemblance of main and main'.

However, when the data types are abstracted and used in a more restricted manner, as

shown in Figure 7-2, the structural equivalence manifests itself quite obviously: here, if

we can establish that Grid and Grid' are just two different implementations of the same

abstract data type, and that f / g and f' / g' are corresponding implementations of

the same operations over the data type, then without going deeply into the semantic

details, we can establish the correspondence between main and main' at a syntactic level.

spmd void main(Grid a, ref Grid b) { void main'(Grid' a, ref Grid' b) {
Grid c = f(a); Grid' c = f(a);
g(c, b); g(c, b);

} }
spmd Grid f(Grid x); Grid' f'(Grid' x);

spmd void g(Grid x, ref Grid y); void g'(Grid' x, ref Grid' y);

Figure 7-2: Re-organizing the example with abstract data type

This chapter builds upon that high-level idea and describes how MSL solves the

challenges of composing and checking kernels:

1. The first challenge is, for a "driver" function like main in the example, how to let

it freely choose from different sets of implementations of data representations and

functions (one set is the SPMD version that operates on partitioned, local states,

and the other set is the sequential version that operates on non-partitioned state)?

The MSL solution is to provide a package system to facilitate data representation

abstraction. A package is a standard ADT (abstract data type) [69] implementation
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like the module systems in Haskell and OCaml. It wraps a set of data type definitions

and functions together, and allows the writer to control the visibility of each type

or function. In particular, she can make some types opaque. The definitions of the

opaque types are encapsulated inside the package, and these types can only be read

and written by the functions in that package. From outside, the client code only uses

the names of the opaque types symbolically: it never manipulates the values of those

types directly, but only through the package's public functions. With these means,

opaque types and the operations (functions) over them constitute an abstract interface

to the client. The client program, once written according to the restrictions, can freely

choose between different implementations provided by different packages without code

change, a benefit of "programming against the interface instead of the implementation"

that has long been advocated.

2. In addition to that, can we check that two packages with the same interface actually

implement the same functionality? This is not covered by standard ADT systems,

as it has to rely on semantic analysis. We will present the mechanism in MSL that

checks if a package P2 is a refinement of Pi by checking each public function separately.

The refinement relationship holds for the pair of packages regardless of the client

code - actually MSL checks for the most general client, thus provides the most

general guarantee. This is based on a concept We call box / unbox function pairs,

which is similar to and a generalization of the distribute / collect functions in the prior

chapters. We give a soundness proof of this equivalence checking system, which is

quite involved. This checking system relies on separate, local checks for each individual

public functions, and because those local checks are bounded model checking, the

overall system only provides bounded guarantees for the global correctness. However,

if the local checks are done by sound methods, the whole equivalence checking system

will also be sound.

3. Finally, does the equivalence checking system adds extra runtime overhead? We

will see that those box / unbox functions, just like the distribute / collect functions

we have discussed before, are ghost code 132, 105]. They vanishes at runtime, and the

system only executes the actual SPMD kernel code efficiently.
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7.1 Package System in MSL

In MSL, the programmer can wrap type and function definitions inside a package,

and control the visibility of the types and functions.

Each type can be defined (currently MSL only allows one kind of type definition:

struct) as private (the default case), opaque, or public. The outside user cannot see or use

a private type; she can see the full definition of any public type, and use it just as

any normal struct type: for example, she can inspect its struct members, and construct

a fresh value of the public type using new. The opaque types are special: from outside,

the user can only see the name of the opaque type, and use it to declare the type of

some variables, but she cannot see the definition of the opaque type, cannot inspect its

internal members, and cannot construct new values. The only way she can manipulate

values of a opaque type is through the public functions of the package: those functions

may take opaque typed parameters as input, and may output opaque typed values.

Each function can be defined as either private (the default case) or public in a package.

Private function can only be called by functions inside the package. Public functions

can be seen and called from outside the package, and the signature of any public

function cannot involve private types.

Below is an example package:
package P1 {

opaque struct Pair {
int x;
int y;

}
public Pair construct(int a, int b) {

return new Pair(x=a, y=b);
}
public int sum(Pair u) {

return u.x + u.y;
}
public Pair prod(Pair u, Pair v) {

int a = u.x * v.x;
int b = u.y * v.y;
return new Pair(x=a, y=b);

}

In package P1, the programmer has defined a opaque type Pair, a pair of integers.

The only way the package user can deal with any data of type Pair is to call the public
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functions construct, sum, and prod (which returns a new Pair, the element-wise product of

the two input Pair objects). An example of how to use the package is shown below:

int userl(int[2] a, int[2] b) {
using P1;
Pair X = construct(a[o], b[O]);

Pair Y = construct(a[1], b[1]);

Pair Z = prod(X, Y);
int c = sum(Z);
return c;

}

A package's interface is the collection of the names and signatures of its public

functions, the names of its opaque types, and the names and definitions of its public

types. From outside, a user can only observe the interface of a package. A nice thing

about the package abstraction is that packages with the same interface can replace

each other. When the programmer wants to use another package P2 with the same

interface as P1, she only needs to change one single using statement, as shown below:

int user2(int[2] a, int[2] b) {
using P2;
Pair X = construct(a[o], b[0]);
Pair Y = construct(a[1], b[1]);
Pair Z = prod(X, Y);
int c = sum(Z);
return c;

I

where P2 can be a different implementation than Pi. A possible implementation of P2

is shown below:

package P2 {
opaque struct Pair {

int x;

int y;
int s; caches x y

I
public Pair construct(int a, int b) {

return new Pair(x=a, y=b, s=a+b);

}
public int sum(Pair u) {

return u.s;

}
public Pair prod(Pair u, Pair v) {

int a = u.x * v.x;
int b = u.y * vy;
return construct(a, b);

}
}
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Note that the type Pair has a different definition in P2 than in P1. In P2, instead of

calculating the sum each time, functions that may write to a Pair calculate and cache

the sum inside Pair.s, and the sum function avoids re-calculation and just returns the

cached sum. The user of the packages does not observe the implementation difference:

the very code snippet that uses P1 is still valid without modification when Pi is replaced

by P2; not only is it still valid, it must produce the same result as before. It is easy to

verify that the functions useri and user2 always produce the same results given the same

input values, while this is true for any complex usage of packages Pi and P2. In this

case, we say that P2 is a refinement of P1, or simply P2 refines P1.

Now comes an interesting part: if we want the functions in P2 to perform correctly,

the prod function in P2 must (directly or indirectly) calculate and cache the sum for the

newly created Pair object. If we incorrectly define the prod function and get something

like the package P3, things will go wrong.

package P3 {
all definitions are the same as in P2 except for the prod function

public Pair prod(Pair u, Pair v) {
all lines are the same as in P2. except for the last line

return new Pair(x=a, y=b);
}

In P3, the prod function just returns a new Pair without calculating Pair.s, either directly

or indirectly, and by default Pair.s gets o value. Then the following calls to the sum

function on the returned Pair object will go wrong, thus a code snippet that uses P1 is

not guaranteed to produce the same result if the user replaces P1 with P3. We say in

this case that package P3 is does not refine P1, although syntactically P3 can replace Pi

perfectly.

Note the problem here is non-local: it is not that the prod function has calculated

the element-wise product incorrectly, but it's some invariant being broken, which can

only be observed later when the user calls the sum function. In the next sections we will

show how we catch this kind of bugs by the equivalence checking mechanism already

built in MSL.

The package system we have introduced above, and the mechanism to check package

refinement, are useful to a wide range of programming problems, and in this thesis
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we will see that they nicely provide a ground for checking SPMD against sequential

implementations: when P1 contains only sequential kernels, and P2 contains SPMD

kernels that manipulate distributed data, establishing refinement relation between P1

and P2 naturally guarantees that the SPMD implementation behaves equivalently to

the sequential one.

7.2 Defining the refinement relation

First we define what we mean by package refinement. In previous chapters we intro-

duced the definition of equivalence at the function level: if two functions have the

same function signature, and they produce the same output for all possible input, then

they are functionally equivalent, even if they have vastly different implementations.

Similarly, we define the refinement relationship among packages by their behaviors

observed from outside. Recall that a package's interface is the collection of the names

and signatures of its public functions, the names of its opaque types, and the names

and definitions of its public types. For package P2 to refine P1, they must have the

same interface. Furthermore, P2 must exhibit the same behavior as P1 when used by

any client. In fact, we just need to require that P2 behave equivalently to P1 when used

by the most general client, a concept widely used [11, 93, 98, 99] in the Programming

Languages and Software Engineering areas, which is an over-approximation of all legal

clients of the package, and is used to exhibit all possible behaviors of the package.

Definition 7.2.1. An n-step most general client of an interface I is a program that:

1. Initially (at step 0), the program state may contain any number of variables and

heap cells of arbitrary values, but none of those values can be of opaque types in I.

2. At each step i, the program may choose to execute any action, which can be a

normal MSL statement or a call to some public function in I. The input to this action

must be chosen from the values that the program has after step i - 1, or any primitive

constants. Note that executing the action can create new values which may be of

opaque types in I.

3. The program executes for n steps, and the final state is the collection of all the
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variables and heap cells after step n.

As we can see, the most general client is defined against an abstract interface

I rather than a concrete pacakge, so that it can be applied to different packages

implementing the same interface. We say that a package P2 refines P1 if it has the

same interface as P1, and for any n, the n-step most general client cannot distinguish

between P1 and P2, i.e., there is no observable difference in the final state between the

case of using P1 and the case of using P2.

To make that high-level intuition rigorous, we first define formally some concepts.

We consider an execution of a program (including the most general client) as applying

a sequence of actions on a state. For our discussion in this chapter, we define a state S

to be a colletion of variables and heaps, S = (V, H, 0), where V refers to the collection

of all typed variables (each variable may be either public typed or opaque typed), H

refers to the public heap (whose cells are all public typed), and 0 refers to the opaque

heap (whose cells are all opaque typed).

The value of any variable or heap cell can be a primitive value like integer and

float, or a structure, or a pointer (which points to either the public heap or the opaque

heap). Additionally there is a value I to indicate the "uninitialized value". We want to

be able to compare two values for equality, and when they are both primitives, things

are easy, but when they are pointers, we need to deal with the whole heap. Given

two public heaps H1 and H2 , and a bijection # from H1 to H2, (i.e. given a heap cell

c E H1, #(c) E H2), we say that H1 conforms to H2 under # (written as H, E;; H 2)

iff the check below passes:

Step 1. For any cell x E H1, let y = O(x) denote its corresponding cell in H2. they

must have the same type.

Step 2. If x and y are both primitive, they must have the same primitive value.

Step 3. If x and y are both pointers, and they are both pointing to public heaps:

suppose x points to c, then y must points to q(c). If x and y are both pointing to

opaque heaps, then there is no restriction. If one of them points to a public heap, and

the other points to an opaque heap, then the check fails.

Step 4. If x and y are both structures of the same type, then the check is recursively
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done for each corresponding field.

Definition 7.2.2 (Observational Similarity). We say that the two states Si and S2

are observationally similar when they'contain the same collection of variable names,

the same number of initialized public heap cells, and there exists a bijection <0 from

H1 to H2 such that H1 F. H2, H2 14-i H1, and for all variables x, the pair of values

V1 [x] and V2 [x] passes the above check.

It is important to note that observational similarity is restricted to the public

(observable) parts of the state, and does not imply that the two states are considered

equivalent. Equivalence is a much stronger property: for two states Si and S2 to be

equivalent, they must be observationally similar, and when the execution start from Si

and S2 in sync, no matter how many actions are executed, the resulting states never

diverge in their observable parts, as we will see later.

An action a is either some normal MSL statement (like an assignment or a call to a

non-packaged function) that involves solely public types, or a call to a public function

(which may involve opaque types) of an interface I. It has the effect of transforming the

state, i.e. given a state S, a(S) produces a new state S' by reading and changing some

of the variables and / or heaps of S. We do assume every action to be deterministic.

A trace is just a finite sequence of actions. When a trace t includes calls to

public functions of an interface, it is abstract because an interface does not tell the

implementation detail (the exact effect of the actions), so we use tAP to denote a

concrete trace in which all calls to the public functions should resolve to functions in

package P, and then the effect of each action as well as the whole trace is determined.

For example, for the (abstract) trace

t = {Pair x = construct(5, b)}, {int c = sum(x)}, {int d = c + 1}

and a package P1 (as defined in Section 7.1), the concrete trace is:

tAP1 = {PairAP1 x = constructMP1(5, b)}, {int c = sum@P1(x)}, {int d = c + 1}
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Definition 7.2.3 (Package Refinement). Executing the most general client for an

interface I (which packages P1 and P2 both implement) can generate an infinite set

of (abstract) traces. We define that P2 refines P1 iff for every trace t generated by

such n-step most general client (where n can be any positive integer), tOP1 and tAP2

produce observationally similar final states (similar as defined in Definition 7.2.2).

7.3 Establishing equivalence between packages

We cannot check for refinement between two packages by naively following Defini-

tion 7.2.3, because that requires us to work with infinitely many traces, each of which

may involve arbitrarily many steps. The usual way of dealing with infinity is by

induction. Suppose we are given some oracle that can tell not only if two states are

observably similar, but also whether two states (one with package P1, the other with

package P2) are essentially equivalent. With that, we want to prove for any possible

action a, if we prepare two equivalent states S1 and S2 before executing a, and apply

a@P1 to S1, a P2 to S2 , the resulting states S' and S2 are guaranteed to be still

equivalent; then mathematical induction will extend this property to arbitrarily long

traces.

To get that oracle, MSL requires the package writer to provide an unbox function,

which converts an opaque value to an observable public representation, such that the

checker can reason about equivalence between states; also the package writer needs to

provide a box function, which constructs an opaque value from public values, such

that the checker can prepare equivalent states when needed.

This is required for every opaque type T in a package. A box function for T takes

as input some public values, and returns a value of type T. An unbox function does

the opposite: it takes as input a value of type T, and outputs some public values.

Below is an example of the box/unbox functions for the packages P1 and P2 defined

in Section 7.1.

package P1 {
opaque struct Pair {

int x;
int y;
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}

box Pair bf(int a, int b) {
return new Pair(x = a , y = b);

}
unbox void ubf(ref int a, ref int b, Pair v) {

a v.x;
b v.y;

}

}
package P2 {

opaque struct Pair {
int x;
int y;
int s; caches x - v

}
box Pair bf(int a, int b) {

return new Pair(x = a , y b, s a + b);
}
unbox void ubf(ref int a, ref int b, Pair v) {

assert v.s == v.x + vy;
a v.x;
b v.y;

}

Notice the "assert" statement in the unbox function ubf in package P2: it states the

representation invariants [45] that has to be maintained by any valid value of type

Pair@P2. The nice thing is that in MSL, the invariants can be expressed using the same

language as the normal code.

Without loss of generality, from now on we assume that the box / unbox functions

all take a single input and produce a single output, because multiple public values can

always be wrapped in a public struct. Then a box function is just a mapping from a

public type to an opaque type, and an unbox function is a mapping from an opaque

type to a public type. We further require that: any box function must be surjective

(onto function); any unbox function must be injective (one-to-one function). This can

be checked by the solver for each box / unbox function separately.

We can efficiently check the equivalence of two packages P1 and P2 with the same

interface if they satisfy Condition 7.3.1.

Condition 7.3.1. For any opaque type T, defined in both Pi and P2, there is a box
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function for T with the same signature in both P1 and P2, and there is an unbox function

for T with the same signature in both P1 and P2. The box functions are all surjective,

and the unbox functions are all injective.

Let's assume that the box function is T boxT(aT), i.e. it takes as input a public

type aT (might be a public struct type), and returns a type T; the unbox function is

OT unboxT(T), i.e. it takes as input a type T, and returns a public type OT (not neccessarily

the same as aT). The pair of functions boXT and unboxT are defined with the same

signatures in both packages P1 and P2. Of course the type T means different things

from P1 to P2, but the public types aT and OT must have the same meaning across

packages.

If the two packages satisfy Condition 7.3.1, we can check for their equivalence

locally: we do not need to enumerate traces, but we only need to check the equivalence

of each public function separately, by the following procedure:

Procedure 7.3.2 (Package refinement check).

(a) For every public function f of the common interface implemented by both packages

P1 and P2, f may take some inputs, and write to some outputs. Suppose the inputs

to f involve opaque types T1, T2, . . . , Tm, and the outputs of f involve opaque types

S, S2, . .. , S.. We replace each T with aTe, and each Si with Os,, and get another

function signature, which only involves public types. With this new signature, we

define two functions f1 and f 2:

fI first calls each boxT ,P1 to transform the input of public type aT, into the opaque

type TioP1, and then uses them to call the original public function f@P1, and afterwards

calls each unboxs,QP1 to transform each output of opaque type sioP1 into public type

fOsi

f2 first calls each boxT, P2 to transform the input of public type aT, into the opaque

type TjOP2, and then uses them to call the original public function fOP2, and afterwards

calls each unboxsjQP2 to transform each output of opaque type SiOP2 into public type

osi -

Now f 1 and f 2 have the same signature involving only public types, and they call
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foP1 and f@P2 respectively. We check that fl and f2 are functionally equivalent using the

mechanism discussed in Chapter 5.

(b) For every opaque type T, we check that for any input X, unboxT Pl(boxTAPI(X))

generates the same output as unboXT(P2(boxTAP2(X)).

Theorem 7.3.3. For two packages P1 and P2 with the same interface satisfying Con-

dition 7.3.1, if all the checks in Procedure 7.3.2 pass, then P1 refines P2 (refinement as

defined in Definition 7.2.3).

The proof is based on the induction strategy we described earlier, and a starting

point is to lift the box and unbox functions to deal with states.

Definition 7.3.4 (Unbox and box function for the state). Given a packages P satisfy-

ing Condition 7.3.1, we lift the unbox function from values to the whole state: For any

state S = (V, H, 0) (used with P), its unboxed state, written as unbox(S) = (V', H', 0')

is obtained by unboxing every opaque value in S using the unbox functions, i.e., for

any initialized opaque cell c E 0, we call the corresponding unbox function based on

c's type, the resulting value is put into the public heap H', and any reference to c

in the old state S is replaced by a reference to the new value in S'; and we do the

similar thing for any opaque value in V; the new opaque heap 0' is empty because

every opaque value is unboxed into the public heap.

Similarly, we lift the box function to work on states. The box and unbox functions

over states is defined for each package. Hereafter, we will use box1 / unbox1 to denote

the box / unbox function over states using package P1, and box 2 / unbox 2 to denote

the box / unbox function over states using package P2.

Having defined that, we can prove Lemma 7.3.5 below, which implies Theorem 7.3.3.

Lemma 7.3.5. For two packages P1 and P2 with the same interface satisfying Con-

dition 7.3.1, and all the checks in Procedure 7.3.2 pass, then for a starting state So

without any opaque value, and any trace t of length N, if we apply t@P1 to So and

get S1, and apply tAP2 to So and get S2, then unboxi(Si) and unbox2 (S2) are also

the same.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on N, the length of the traces under consideration.

Base case: when N = 1, the trace has only one action a, and when a is not a call

to a public function of the interface, this lemma obviously holds; when a is a call to a

public function f, the check in Procedure 7.3.2 implies this lemma.

Inductive case: suppose Lemma 7.3.5 is correct for trace length N = k, now we

prove it is correct for trace length N = k + 1. A trace t of length k + 1 is composed of

a trace t' of length k followed by an additional action a. For the same starting state

So, suppose applying t'AP1 gets T1, and applying t'AP2 gets T2 ; then we know that

applying a P1 to T gets Si, and applying aAP2 to T2 gets S2. From the inductive

hypothesis, unbox1 (T1) and unbox 2 (T2) are the same, so the public parts of T and T2

are the same.

When a is not a call to a public function of the interface, it is trivial to show that S,

and S2 are still the same, because a must only modify the public parts of the states in

the same way.

When a is a call to a public function f of the interface, let

X, = unboxi(S1 ) = unbox1(a P1(T))

and

X2= unbox 2(S2) = unbox2(a P2(T2))

We want to prove that X1 and X2 are the same. First, because Condition 7.3.1 requires

all box functions to be surjective, we can always find some Y without opaque values

such that T = box1 (Y). Let Z1 = unbox1 (T) = unbox1 (box1 (Y)) (note that Z1 is

not necessarily the same as Y, because unbox and box functions are not guaranteed

to be inverse of each other), Z2 = unbox 2(T2). From the inductive hypothesis, Z1 and

Z2 must be the same.

Now let T3 = boX 2 (Y1) (note that this is possible because Y has no opaque values),

Z3= unbox2 (T3) = unbox2 (boX 2 (Y)). Then because of the check in Procedure 7.3.2(b),

Z3 and Z1 must be the same, which is in turn, the same as Z2 . So we get unbox 2(T2) =

unbox 2(T3), which means that T2 and T3 must be the same, because Condition 7.3.1
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requires all unbox functions to be injective. That means X2= unbox2(a@P2(T2)) must

be the same as unboX2(a@P2(T3)), which is just unboX2 (a@P2(boX2(Y))). From the

check in Procedure 7.3.2(a), we know that this is the same as unbox1(a@P1(box1(Y))),

which is just X1. So we have proven that X1 is the same as X2 , completing our inductive

case. E

Note that Lemma 7.3.5 implies Theorem 7.3.3, so we have proven that the package

refinement check can be done separately for individual functions.

7.4 SPMD programming with packages

MSL allows a functions f to be tagged with spmd, including functions inside a package.

This tells the compiler that the execution of f should be done by parallel processes.

MSL also allows a data type T to be tagged with spmd, to tell the compiler that such

data should be distributed to parallel processes, and can only be used by functions

tagged with spmd. An example package with spmd data and functions is shown below:

package P1 {
opaque spmd struct Vector {

int len;
int[len] arr;

}

public spmd Vector newVec(int N) { }
public spmd Vector sum(Vector a, Vector b) { ... }
public spmd int norm(Vector v) { ... }

public struct PubVec {
int N;
int[N] arr;

}

box spmd void bfl(PubVec u, ref Vector v) { ... }
unbox spmd void ubfl(ref PubVec u, Vector v) { ... }

}

Package P1 shows the high-level idea of a distributed vector implementation: Vector

is an opaque data type which is distributed to parallel processes. The user of the

package cannot manipulate Vector directly, but have to call the public functions, which

are all tagged with spmd. In addition to that, a public type PubVec is defined to enable
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expressing the box and unbox functions for Vector. PubVec is not tagged with spmd, SO it

is a normal non-partitioned data type, which can be used by normal functions. The

box function bfl takes a PubVec and produces one Vector per process (note that bfl is

tagged with spmd, so it is executed by parallel processes); the unbox function ubfl takes

one Vector per process, and updates a global PubVec based on the partitioned data. We

can see that in the SPMD setting, box / unbox functions specialize into the distribute

/ collect functions we have discussed earlier. To see how the checking works, we define

another package below:

package P2 {
opaque struct Vector {

int len;
int[len] arr;

I

public Vector newVec(int N) { ... }
public Vector sum(Vector a, Vector b) { ... }
public int norm(Vector v) { ... }

public struct PubVec {
int N;
int[N] arr;

}

box void bf2(PubVec u, ref Vector v) { ... }
unbox void ubf2(ref PubVec u, Vector v) { ... }

}

P1 implements P2;

Package P2 has no spmd components: all its data types and functions are sequential.

Following Procedure 7.3.2, we need to check each individual public function. Let's

take sum as an example: First we construct a new function sum2 as below:

PubVec sum2(PubVec a, PubVec b) {
PubVec c;

Vector@P2 x, y;
bf2@P2(a, x);
bf2@P2(b, y);

Vector@P2 z = sum@P2(x, y);

ubf2@P2(c, z);

return c;
}
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Then we construct a new function sumi in a similar way, but this time the functions in

Pi need to be executed by parallel processes, thus they are put inside an spmdfork:

PubVec suml(PubVec a, PubVec b){
PubVec c;

spmdfork {
VectorOP1 x, y;
bf @ P 1(a, x);
bf @ P 1(b, y);

Vector@P1 z = sum@P1(x, y);

ubfl@P1(c, z);
}
return c;

}

Finally we can check whether sumi and sum2 are functionally equivalent using the

mechanisms discussed in Chapter 5.

From the example we can see that the issue of different data representations and the

issue of different execution modes are handled orthogonally in MSL: The spmd keyword

takes care of the parallel execution mode, and as we have seen in Chapter 4, every

spmd function is deterministic, thus from the caller's point of view, an spmd function

can be treated the same way as a normal function (modulo a wrapper spmdfork). This

determinism also lends itself to our package refinement checking procedure, because it

requires all actions to be deterministic.

It is important to note that the box / unbox functions are only used for analysis (just

as distribute / collect functions). At runtime, only the actual kernels are executed, thus

no additional overhead is imposed by our packaging system. Theorem 7.3.3 guarantees

that the the SPMD package will generate the same observable effects as the sequential

pacakge, given that they are checked for refinement relation using Procedure 7.3.2.
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Chapter 8

Case studies

We have implemented three distributed kernels from the NAS parallel benchmarks

using MSL: NAS MG (multigrid), which exercises both short and long distance regular

communication, a 3D matrix transpose library which uses all-to-all communication,

and a Sparse Matrix-Vector multiplication (SPMV) kernel which uses irregular long

distance communication and reductions; the latter two are essential components of

the FT and CG benchmarks.

In all three kernels, to make the time spent in synthesis tractable (as discussed in

Section 5.3), the synthesizer restricts all integer inputs to be 5 bits, and all floats (both

input and intermediate float values) to be simulated by elements from a finite field of

size 7. While these may seem small, checking even a simple algorithm that takes a

single 1-dimensional array as input under this setting involves exhaustively checking

about 102" distinct inputs, which is much more than one can test with traditional

mechanisms, leading to high confidence in the correctness of the synthesized code. The

generated C++ code does not restrict integers to be 5 bits. Note that one effect of this

approach is that the problem sizes and numbers of processes are not hard-coded at

compile time, unlike the Fortran reference implementations.

In this chapter, we describe how MSL makes implementing these benchmarks

easier, by assisting the programmer in writing difficult code and by enabling that code

to be reused easily without performance loss.
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8.1 3D Transpose from FT

The NAS FT kernel finds the solution to a partial differential equation using Fast

Fourier Transforms (FFTs), and much of the time is spent redistributing data among

the processes using transposes of different kinds. In Section ?? we demonstrated how

MSL allows us to write a generic distributed transpose kernel that adapts itself to

different specifications. Suppose that we want to implement transpose under a 2D

process grid partitioning: there are N x A processes and the matrix is partitioned along

its slowest growing dimension into N portions and then partitioned along its second

slowest growing dimension into Al portions. To implement a distributed transpose

kernel under this new partitioning scheme, we only need to change dtrans slightly, and

pack and unpack need not change at all. The modified code is shown below.

void dtrans(int nx, int ny, int nz, int N, int M,
double[nz/N, ny/M, nx] LA,
ref double[nx/N, ny/M, nz] LB) {

int bufsz = (nx/N)*(ny/M)*(nz/N);
view LA as double[N, bufsz] abuf;
view LB as double[N, bufsz] bbuf;

CommSplit c(mypid/N, mypid%N);
ingroup(c) {

pack(LA, bbuf);
Allto_all(bbuf, abuf); re-dIstribut e
unpack(nx, ny, nz, abuf, LB);

}
}

The main change is that now processes are partitioned to different groups and transpose

is independently done by each group. There are some minor changes to tester and

distribute/collect, all very natural and not shown here. pack and unpack need not be changed

at all, and the generators inside them adapt to match the new specification.

8.2 The MG Benchmark

The NAS MG benchmark performs a V-cycle multigrid to solve a discrete Poisson

problem on a 3D grid with periodic boundary conditions using several 27-point stencils.

The 3D grid is partitioned in all three dimensions over the processes, and, during the
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communication phase, each process must communicate with its logical neighbors in

the grid to exchange data. Each neighbor is sent a different portion of the local grid,

and therefore up to 12 functions are used in the exchange (6 for packing and sending

in each direction, and 6 for unpacking). MSL simplifies this by enabling us to write

a single packing function and a single unpacking function that can automatically be

specialized for each case with no performance degradation:

gen void pack(int nx, int ny, int nz, double[nx, ny, nz] u,
ref int len, ref double[MAXLEN] buf) {

gen int p( {
return {1 ?? ({| nx ny I nz } -??) };

}
len = 0;
for (int i = p(); i < p(; i++) -X: 0, nz; +7Z: 0, ny

for (int j = p(; j < p(; j++) -X 0. ny. Z: 0 nx

buf[len++] =
U[ I i p }, { ij p() } { i I p()}];

, 1] Z [7nz-2 ii

}

pack uses generators and choice expressions to give the synthesizer freedom to

instantiate the correct combination for each communication, resulting in different

instatiations for each. The comment shows two such concretizations, one for the

neighbor along the X axis in the negative direction, and one for the neighbor along

the Z axis in the positive direction. Thus, we can reduce six functions spanning 50

lines of Fortran into 9 lines of MSL expressing a single function.

MSL also helps implement optimizations that are tedious or fragile to implement

by hand. Prior work on 27-point stencils has shown that compilers do not effectively

apply common subexpression elimination (CSE) to these kernels [23], and by-hand

CSE is necessary for obtaining optimal performance. Though the result lacks bit-level

accuracy with the original implementation, the CSE-enabled code generally does not

drastically alter numerics.

The psinv kernel in MG, for the input 3D array ryz and a kernel smoother c[3],

computes a 3D array

XY'z = c[d] * rxl,y ,z'

d=jx'-xj+jy'-yj+[z'-z1<3
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For the psinv kernel, instead of performing CSE ourselves, we can implement the sketch

of an idea that MSL can synthesize based on finding equivalence to the original kernel.

The basic idea is that the programmer has some intuition about which points are

repeated, and decides to try precomputing some of them into a temporary array. With

the assistance of the MSL synthesizer, the difficult index calculations are taken care

of:

for (nt k=??; k < nz-??; k++) 1. nz-1
for (int j=??; j < ny-??; j++) { 1, ny-1

gen int jk() { return { j I k I} + { ?? | -?? 1}; }
for (nt i = ??; i < nx-??; i++) { 0. nx-0

rl[i] = 0; minrepeat { rl[i] += r[jk(, jk(, i]; }
r1[i] r[k, j--1 1 rk j i r[k jL i. 1 r[k 1 j i]
r2[i] = 0; minrepeat { r2[i] += r[jk(, jk(, i]; }
r2i rk- 1 -1 i r[k-1. j 1, r[k- 1. j-1, i]+r[k+1, j+1, I]

for (int i = ??; i < nx-??; i++) { 1. nx-1
gen int do0 { return { i + { ?? I -?? I} }; }
double tl = 0, t2 = 0;
minrepeat { ti += { r[jk(, jk(, IQI()] rl[ii(] I r2[ii(] }; }

ti r[k j, -1] r[k, j 1] - r1[i]
minrepeat { t2 += { r[jk(, jk(, ii(] I rl[ii(] I r2[ii(] }; }

I t 2 r2-[i] -r1[ -i1 r1[i 11
u[k, j, i] = c[0]*r[k, j, i] + c[1]*tl + c[2]*t2;

}
} comments above show synthesized code, inferred by synthesizer

In the above code, minrepeat is another language construct that repeats its body an

unknown number of times, and the synthesizer tries to find the minimum time that

makes the program correct. The comments illustrate the difficult tedious calculations

that the programmer would otherwise need to do by hand, if not for MSL.

For the MG benchmark, MSL assists in writing difficult code, but also helps reduce

the overall complexity by abstracting multiple functions into a single function. Thanks

to the synthesis occurring on a call-site-dependent basis, there is no loss of performance

due to this abstraction.

8.3 Specialized Reduction for SpMV from CG

The NAS CG benchmark implements the conjugate gradient algorithm on a symmetric

sparse matrix that is distributed across the processes using a 2D distribution. The
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computation at the heart of the algorithm is a sparse matrix-vector multiply, or SpMV:

given a sparse matrix M and a vector v, compute the vector u = M x v. The dense

sequential implementation of this is quite trivial, but adding a 2D partitioning as well

as using a sparse format introduces complications to the algorithm.

The algorithm can be understood as operating in three phases after the input vector

has been divided per-column (i.e. processes with the same column id have the same

portion of v):

1. A local submatrix-subvector multiplication: each process calculates some local

portion of u.

2. Allreduce-like reduction: processes in the same row add their local portion of u

together and the point-wise sum is distributed to all processes in the same row.

3. Replicated vector transpose: processes exchange their portion of u with peers so

that the per-column partitioning is recovered for u.

All three stages are tricky and MSL eases development: for local multiplication,

MSL helps check that SpMV behaves equivalently to dense matrix-vector multiplication

by using the dense version as a specification for the sparse version, and for the latter

two phases, MSL assists in implementing customized exchange plans consisting of

individual point-to-point communications, which outperform standard MPI collective

routines by taking advantage of characteristics of the partitioning [24]. In the case

of CG, these point-to-point communications build a tree to perform the all-to-all

operation. Below is a portion of the code that synthesizes the custom reduction plan:

void setupreduceplan(int Iog2m, int[log2m] reducepeer) {
og2m log_2(m) m is the number of processes in a row

int d = 1;
for (nt i=0; i<log2m; i++, d*=2)

reducepeer[i] = expr({d, mypid, m}, {PLUS, TIMES, DIV, MOD});
(mypid d)%(d-2) mypid (d2)+(dI2) mypid m m

}

In the above code, expr( is a library generator in MSL that takes some operands and

some operators and generates an expression constructed from those building blocks.

The programmer knows that there should be log 2 m phases and that m is always

divisible by two due to the partitioning. She knows that during each phase of the

exchange, each process should exchange with a different process, and that at each
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phase, the level of the communication tree increases. Putting these insights into an

MSL program allows her to rely on the synthesizer to find the exact details of the

addressing.

8.4 Time cost of synthesis step

The table below shows the time spent on the synthesis step:

Benchmark # generator instances Synthesis Time
Transpose 15 9 minutes 54 seconds

SPMV 9 14 minutes 31 seconds
MG 60 35 minutes 26 seconds

8.5 Performance of Case Studies

We evaluate the efficiency of the code generated from MSL by comparing performance

of a port to MSL against the hand-written official Fortran+MPI implementations. The

ported code makes liberal use of synthesis to ease programming, as described above.

Note that our goal here is not to demonstrate performance improvements, but rather

to show that despite the restricted programming model, using MSL results in code of

similar performance as well-written distributed code. For each benchmark, we run both

MSL and Fortran implementations at different scales of parallelism (varying from 256,

the minimum due to memory requirements, to 16384 cores), on the NERSC Hopper

machine (a Cray XE6 with 2 AMD 12-core MagnyCours 2.1GHz processors per node).

We use 16 cores per node for our experiments, and compile the code using Intel's

compiler suite because it has excellent performance for both Fortran and C++ on this

machine. For each configuration we run 7 times and report the min, median, and max

in Figure 8-1. When possible, we use the standard NAS Class E problem parameters;

for the SpMV, the problem becomes too small to run at larger concurrencies, so we

scale up the matrix after P = 2048, with the parameters described in Figure 8-1. For

the transpose in a 1D decomposition, we did not scale higher than P = 2048 because
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of restrictions due to the problem size.

MG Benchmark

MSL -
Fortran

256 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384

Processes

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

0

SPMV Benchmark

- g MSL,--+- -: -
Fortran
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70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30I I I 1 1
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Processes
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- MSL -: -:
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I I-I

256 512 10242048
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160
140

120

100
80
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20
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Fortran 7

4096 8192 16384
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i MSL +
Fortran
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Figure 8-1: Performance of our three benchmarks from NAS
For the transpose from FT, we show performance using both a ID and a 2D domain

decomposition. For SpMV, we increase the matrix size for P = 4096 and larger to

4e7 x 4e7 and 32 nonzeros per row, running for 100 iterations.

For all experiments, the performance of MSL-generated code is within 5% of

the official implementation, demonstrating that programmers can take advantage

of synthesis features without giving up performance. Our code generation strategy

effectively eliminates possible sources for slowdown due to the restricted memory

model. Overall, we see that MSL assists programmers by helping them write difficult
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code and by enabling higher level generalizations of code that would otherwise need

to be replicated with slight modifications, and that these features do not come with

large performance costs.
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Chapter 9
I

Conclusion

This thesis presents MSL, a new language to aid in the development of high-performance

kernels on distributed memory machines. Combining generative programming and

synthesis, MSL simplifies the development process and allows programmers to package

complex implementation strategies behind clean high-level reusable abstractions. We

have shown that MSL can automatically infer many challenging details and allow for

high-level implementation ideas to be reused easily, and the generated code obtains

the same performance as hand-written Fortran reference implementations.
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